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m n  m m m m
Broadly «9«ftking* lb is safe bo say that is#
the twentieth oeotury Jaerioa .had a# pool hire philosophy 
about social or educational miaou of ploy or reoreabioa, 
there were mrsfttUttftl aetirhhlee* hot? no national roera**- 
etheaal ideals or philo so ph i eal priaoifle® or' c o s toms ee»» 
oorniag recreation that were accepted by public 
social workers or educators* this was do# la a largo 
measure ho the foot that the people of the United States 
bad m m ®  out of ' tho pioneer days without tho conscious 
seed of recreation or the epportunihias to develop re** 
ereahieaal ideal«* Pioneer days carried with thorn the 
emotional stimulus* exolbmont* and streauo«sne « s that 
caused recreation which. is considered of little ealue be<* 
day* Bat hook of this pioneer influence* «ts«d foritaaiom 
opposing play* Soriottsaooo was eraltedf flay was frowned 
upon* it was something to ho feared* fhlo attitude' had 
aeeeeiaiad with- It two other proJudieesj the sirtiml of 
oaootie and aebeleetto attitudes* in tho asoott# attitude^ 
tho mind was awaited* the body debased* in the sohoiestio 
attitude * the intellect wee ewaited* the emotions ignored* 
this undergo urrent of prejudices in thought and fooling 
wore powerful among social groups in proportion to their 
cultural .ambitions*
*lawyer#* 4mmter#* professional people fit. general and 
school people in particular thought ,1» term* of work*
Mar- » #  plainly a waste efvblme* Brea after the play* 
ground and Jtee.r#ahlea dfsoelahlon beget* it# campaign* the 
prejudice# against it# objective# ,weye .frefmeutir heard*
It w## only through the presentation or .feet# that the 
attitude# of psepi# interested %n social problem# were 
changed*
However* _ today* everywhere attention I# being attracted 
to the increased importance of recreation In the life of 
the people^ the report of. freeldeut Boomer*# Besesreh 
Committee oa Social tread# points to, the mo cement by the 
Mmw&mmm people toward more adequate recreational facilities . 
as one of the #1 gulf to ant tree## of recent time#*.
Beerestlem I# essential for happiness*. 4 It help# to
change the point of view of people* It sometime# change s^
an individual* or a. group of ledIvldual#* from gloom to
Joy# the happiness that man*# nature demand# come# from
within himself* But11 this- happiness begins to come from
within through self <*er eahire life* man is dsvl talIted*
Urn. must consider not only what be may do to develop or
protest nature* but also what be may do to develop hi#
enjoyment of It* Wordsworth., omfhas I sod the enjoyment of
nature as coming from within*"’ It was he who imdteahed 
Js.-that if an interest in out~of»door life is once developed*
there I# something' that gives a light In life* wherever
3one happens to be he -may fofi a sisltl picture that would 
recreate tod give relit- pleasure through reading 1 iterator**, 
Such Is the message in Wordsworth*# poems*
Tlfhe budding twigs spread eat their fern 
to natch the brassy air* :
tod I must think*: to all -.1 tto#: 
that there was pleasure there***!
that is* to be sura* only a point of view, hut it means
putting into the 11res of great numbers or people seme**
thing that gltoe enjoyment'and has a healing value rush
mm, perhaps found in no ether toy*
Recreation is more necessary than ever in the present
time of maladjustmeat in the economic and social order*
the effects resulting, from this maladjustment has# spread
rapidly until almost every phase of society has been touch**.
©d* There is much danger of breaking- the spirit of the
people*
Flay is-to important factor in keeping the spirit 
aglow* For the many too have prospered temporarily* too 
have lost their possessions and are unemployed* the &#» 
press ion has a deep and significant meaning* the need of 
play and recreation is of paramount importance to. them*
Sow to provide for their .leisure time becomes an increasing* 
ty important problem* .there are at m  people who are rc~ 
eroat tonally lest because they have become accustomed be
1*. Wordsworth, William* wbines Written in Early Spring* ** 
hiteratore and tife Book I*. 10SO# p* Sl%
ft
a form .of mmmrmMom to# eft$©n&lwB- bo : eonbtnu© trader- theft r 
present ■ ei reumetftnoes* . fftey aeel help and guidance la ad-.
Justing' t&eftr-'rftei^ ftblditftl -11 f© .aft- tsneh -ft#' they 4ft 'fey ■ 
their ©eomeitte .life* ffii«- shift of play from the expensive 
and somewhat artificial to the simple has ft much rioter and 
perhaps mefii- lasting
there is © common miebftb© that should be referred to*
It l« the iftoft that recreation easelata only la the playing 
of games •** golf* bridge* tennis* baseball* and all hh# e-tber 
games that are played by children ana adult a*- Of oour*#* 
reerefttleft dees1 Imotud# all of those gam©#* but It dee# 
mot oonaist of them alone, there la something mere* Re­
creation teelude# ©11 the hftftubi.f'ui ftfc&ll©* ©rafts* and 
hobbles that people cam pyftobio©* - It include© an under­
standing ■ on the part of the Indirldual* It i© mere then 
a mention*, ft may mmm  ft. -meetleu from on©*© daily 
metlrltlee* although it will mean not ir tty* perhaps* or an 
entirely different mature* ft must he am &©bivlby based 
on the Interest of the tmdtwiduat*
Am %m W*. daekft S©y©f
^Eeereetten is net- an ©soap# from the- 
toil of education Into the emptiness of a 
©ftofttlen*- but ft ritftliting ©lement in the 
pro©©#© of education itself* 'ft 1ft ft matter 
of complete indlfferenoe ndxether we apeftft of 
•eduofttion through r ©or emblem:* or of ** recreation 
through ©due at ion** When that point is reached 
the .problem of - leisure* ms it is called* will 
sol we Itself in a flesh § or rather will dlsappear* 
for the problem -of teisum ©xist* only #© long 
as we thinft of leisure as a waeatiom or waouum
6- ,, separated from, the rest of I f nmtI . 
needing- bo' be filled erlth activities' 
specially designed for filling It,* fa 
tlio life of '**, .rightly -educated''man there'
Is no .fool*. caeuum* By combining his
.‘education with hi#' recreation ‘ 'wm flit, up 
. nil 'possible vacuums in advance**** #
So. onive-rsnl is the impulse be ;playa so f nndamentel r 
is.lb be life* that there 1# no fart of’ the world In srhioh 
flay and flay traditions do not ext eh. In seme form#
#Eeereahion la basic to the 
integration of the foroign^born' Into 
dmerloan life and nothing is more im* 
portant in the ’ oitlsonohiy program*
Am Imorioa is helping foreign countries, 
develop flay centers, so the flay move* 
moot in kmerlea ha# benefited by the 
tradition# and physical’ education'programs 
■ of other conn tries,,, Among the countries 
which have most profoundly benefited by 
the play movement im America are Germany 
and EagtiuMi^t
a revival of the play spirit la the home and community 
and especially among adult# is greatly‘ needed*:. If a trip 
1# iittpoaaibtc# there 1# much that can he done in the yard. 
One may #$u£p It irith a fire*faace# and conic his meat# over 
the open first provide retreatleasl facilities suitable 
to the ysrdg visit with friend# #hd neighhorsi take time 
to sit and talk*, the eouahry^siite 1# full of Interesting 
trail#*. Biking is one of the.most beneficial recreational 
actlvltl## known*
Mm decks* %m p*# Education through,. Eeo feat Ion* $$$$# p# 7* 
■I* fowlisea*. Am l^r^'1''IS^raci.f.ic
Conference on Education.*. kehablll^atlon*'"ISciaiSsEien^
®fhe whole end and object «l education*** said Aristotle
®i# training for th# right use of leisure#® 1% is only
recently that the importance of this declaration twos been
felt*. la the first place* the amount of leisure time has
boon constantly increasing* In the second place* urban
elvitlasbtea has disrupted tradihiehal recreational
activities# end the individual #* control over hie own
leisure# thus making necessary community action* -
Aside from the t m s s d m  amount of enforced leisure
brought shout by the increased use of mao hi aery* attention
has been directed to the constantly shortening working day
and seek* the housewives have been largely released from
the drudgery and long hours by the modern conveniences of
the heme* Set only has the number of Children per family
decreased but the mother*# responsibility for oduesbiog
and rearing the children ha# been largely assumed by the
community* la the face of such fast# and -with even more
striking pro spent # for the future# galdaoo# for the right
use of leisure Is very important*
the first obligation of every community* however# is
to its children* there Is no substitute for' their on*
quench able thirst for play* Becreation I# oseessary for
the proper growth of a oh fid#, and fee mu eh have the proper
recreational facilities* the play life Is -the educational 
life of a child*, and future society 'depends upon the
children of to-day. If proper play habits are formed and
fam# eight mm®- of play time le made * which '1# impossible 
without good recreational facilities* mum? problem# 
confronting tli# eswmnlty will be solved*
There is great mood, to increase the fsettlhl##- of 
th# recreation clubs tor boy# and girl# and to expand 
the reereabiemifcl opportunities to. every eommmmtby* Wb® 
entire program of recreational activities for the young 
people should h# increased* However* a bettor order a banding 
of the attitude of children Is essential in order to provide 
oil effective program* It is difficult to understand them 
male*6 one plays with then* Ihere t# a common understanding 
when people enjoy play experiences together*
Th# development of the state*# apprecatton of the. vain# 
of man and hie rights as am individual have been seen in 
the steps it has taken toward increasing the re ore ahi onml 
faoilities of its oihiseme* that the individual has 
eertaim fnndamental rights to the *pmrsalt of happiness," 
whioh he would not enjoy*, to-the fullest extent* without 
educational advantages I# proving m stimulus to education 
in a mow direotioa* -mid the effort is being'made to reaoh 
and satisfy the whole nature of the individual a# never 
before in the history of the world* accordingly* attention 
I# being paid to the aesthetlo mature of pupil# in the 
schools* the fin# arts are being taught ** music* painting* 
sculpturing* modeling* and drawing are taking place# in
the . curriculum of the stmt# school#*
the - recreational -activities which have been provided 
in connection- with social training of bo*day lima helped 
it# .individuals 4 Stop higher in social.adjustment* I#' 
mm atmosphere of freedom from- restraint* those of different 
mmtioms*. oimsses*. mod race# have some to have m proper- 
regard md'respect -for. the rights mad privileges,, of on# 
another* Playground.#* pageant#* historical* and national.
Oil-ehrmti.one* patriotic- -gathering-#* and many other form#' 
of recreational education* has# mad#: their contribution 
to this social iifstttf.,:
Probably no more sign If foam t movement toward this 
social equipment of the- .individual has been mad# than 
through recreational aotivihfe#* now -a recognised factor* 
providing, wide opportunities.- .for the development^ of a 
proper- moans of recreation for the individual* The 
cons tan biy expanding field of reoremtionmt' activities .In," 
education is a challenge-to everyone* the more- it expand# 
the greater- opportunity it afford#*- However* in the attempt 
to provide M i  tab Is, recreational activities* there- is a 
danger of standard lei ng them to the extent that they will 
bosom# more of a grind than the work over was* facilities 
and leadership have respective place#*- and they require 
organ last ism and supervision-*, Hat-again it is essential, 
to he- on guard lest* following the ideals of dominant 
culture. patterns* the- real purpose of recreational activitis#
4 desirable .reoreabSoiiiii activity must fulfill four 
malm,re^ pftltNjM^ tttta* first, it must have the eapseiby for 
being relatively interesting*. second,. it must Is a# different 
#u j>e#sib.l# from the activities of o.»e*e vocation* third.
It should h&ve both its origin and Its fulfillment in the 
individual himself* and fourth# that it should be at least 
compatible with, 'if not conducive to physical and mental 
health,, *
Under the first criterion, namely, that of permanent 
interest,, it might seem that on# subject In the curriculum 
Is as yslnsbls me aether in. training for lei sure. But 
the problem ie net so much a question of subject matter 
as of the attitude In which teaching end learning bake 
place*. the seooad erlterion*. that of being as different 
as poseibl# from one^e vocational aettvttis#, implies that 
the chief modification needed in thepreseat curriculum in 
order b# afford more a&a^&at# training for lot sure for 
most peopl# is greater emphasis -on the arts, the or efts 
and the. enjoyment of nature* The third criterion, that of 
having its origin end Its fulfillment in the individual# 
signifies that the curriculum must to changed he the e&benb 
that pupils will he stimulated he undertake and carry 
through numerous -recreational activities- both in and after 
leaving school* the- fourth criterion, that of being 
compatible- with the physical and mental health of the
the individual himself, demands that the curriculum 
be‘broad enough that each individual may be able to select 
nebiwitle# that ■ will meet hi# particular mental and physical 
need#*: In other words, activities should b® suggested bo
them that will develop their greet##b weaknesses* he they 
physical or .mental* In addition, school.® should do mert 
than they ar# doing to -develop a foadtte## for outdoor 
life end bib® enjoyment -of nature closely related in general, 
partieipoblon to outdoor sports on an amateur basis,
there are many problem# with which the -schools ham- to 
deal in their problem of recreational activities* the 
growth of the great cities,., with the accompanying over-* 
crowding, has interfered with recreational activities by 
not leaving sufficient space for outdoor play. While the 
modern trend of building up residential sections away from 
the more congested central portions of' these cities .may 
roll eve the ’ deficiency in part, the reservation of necessary 
areas for play or the prevision for equivalent facilities 
of other types -of recreation remain# a problem for many 
oemmnoibie#,
the development by the government of parks* play* 
grounds, camping .place#,. museum®* national forest®, and 
•other recreational, oenters may solve the problem in part.
In recent year#, since automobile# have been commonly used 
for travel, the natural scenery of dmerioa he# been enjoyed 











been ■ the Federal sad tftmt#
use * for' the enjoyment - of all* 1 
great natural beauty, In whieb the United Stats# 
*eh# Among the many type# #f ireoreabion wbieik- 
are ■ enjoyed' to**d»y* there are few which afford -deeper and: 
more lasting satis faction than the- #sense of nature* Ha# 
of the bonds of experience among all .groove and
type# I#. the enjoyment of natural beauty*
.fheref ore* on aepoumb- of- the fislvsrsftl desire to -pier 
and its usefulness to the individual * and for the sake of 
the oonservabioai of its oat ora! re«oureas* the' government# 
as ha#'been said before# has set. aside great natural rawrsM* 
ations1 arsftfl* fhe development of..these area#--has passed 
through three stages*
hare. ^Our national par 
through three definite- stages of do* 
r« ' first# is the- stage- of 
i* A second period of 
development is the- one 
hion* these 'great nature wilderness 
area# .are- being prepared for pen -and 
for our friends who wish' to visit them* 
Bond# are being but It#’-end from the' 
road# brail# lead out into high country* 
Haring this ^preparation* period*^hotels 
have been built tmd other physioal 
improvements which administer to the 
comforts of mankind.. The third period#: 
one which we have been entering the 
t# I# a period of highest
Hall# Ansel P** ^Educational Activities In &&tional 
* First Pan»Pacifis Ccaferenoe on Education*.
kebab-ill ta^ jfc on 1' Be ejamailon 
P* W:000’:
'<m0 's
Playground and park function# have so expanded;to
meet to# meed# of the ■ city that they tft met
prectleatty \ Itonbieel*- fbe object of the playground i» 
to'provide activity for young and old* and at same 
tilt to bo so beautiful that the playground# ora almost like 
neighbore* the- primary function of to# pari: is to provide 
aottvlto##. f#f young and old*. ' fh# beautification of the 
park I# merely incidental to the forming of a proper 
background for ■ conducting activities*
f he natural areas also offer opportunities for the 
school# in many ways* to soma eibi## toe ebildrssi may 
bo taken to see some of those area#:# to other communities 
suitable exhibits#. or specimen# of nature1# creations* 
may bo taken to to# so bool#.# Iraveling exhibits* picture#* 
lectures*-lamten elide#* handbook# ami the like help th# 
park# tod similar area# to serve the eehoot#* Most natural 
areas bar# -semetoimg to teach every pupil .from the kinder** 
garden to the unto#re!by* floe# cooperation between the 
mat oral area# m l  to# educational 1m stlto. tion s Is of a 
mutual advantage#. because to# natural. area will furnish 
illustrative -material for study and to® school will produce 
the workers*
In addition to# park# a f f o r d  eaoellent opportunities 
for recreation* If to# visitor receives the necessary
emotional excitement* produced by hi n having admired tod
It# f unablen ' of enierholaing* ‘ If - the ' recreation tm the
uiief ul"-fsud enjoyable employment of ■ oat'1# lets are time* 
then'-' the modern 1 perk with its uplifting and restful *osa#t 
IC W  large'factor ia aa^ program of -education and recreation* 
A realisation of the educational opport tin11 ie$ afforded 
by the' physical ■ and natural science# is indicated by Br*; <J*
DIrector of the Seer Tork Museum*
«ffie slow perfection of the- scientific
natural science*- is now being ©ouseiousiy 
extended to the## natural history sciences 
which center about mem and which hate ■ coin# 
to he cat led humilities* fhe as p l i c a  tlon 
of the came method* of careful* scientific 
analysis -and eye the sic is to-day the 
primary sol ©ntlfie and pfaet-ieal problem •
■of buaeii aooi#ty*bS
Among the functions of the Division of Science he 
lists the fact finding* or research function# t
*fe conduct the state scientific surveys 
of -the natural wMewe##** ##-«,*:* the rooks* 
minerals* fossils*, -plants* animals *&&•-.****»« 
special' - scientific and economic probicsie* 
such as 'relate to sand and gravel* limestone* 
injurious 'plants** insect# and other animals* 
constitute an use tiding session of - field and 
laboratory studies' urgently - ■demanding■ attention* 
Mot limited to the- preliminary* or ♦survey** 
aspect of the problems* but‘extended to 
thorough Investigation# leading to and bearing 
directly en public policies#^
S.* Adam#*- C* €** taken from Science and the Public Mind
She park exhibit# themselves are primarily designed 
for educational purposes* and are a phase of applied 
selenee and art* combined, so- a# to toll a story that the 
general public may readily understand* It may he raid*, 
however* that science is not merely a source of aesthetic 
outlet action* hut it ie sufficiently broad end rich be 
give the individual indefinite opportunity for growth and 
understanding mmm- it in not a self-limited area of inheresh* 
and ie worth: exploring' by any Individual In ©earofe of 
certain kinds of adventure*
*A sense of beauty l» li essential to 
good oitiaeuahip at a west*#, of morality* 
fhe average person la critically confronted 
with the problem of creating an environment 
eonduoive to the aesthetic* economic and.
- emotional satisfaction* Man la oueentlaily 
a spiritual being* reveallog strong impulse# 
to ©coape from the tyranny of eating and 
steeping* end the monotony produced by .the 
machine age* Modem method# of wmmm .pro** 
auction and 1 sbnr**sa vlng machinery' give to 
the average working, man pmcicue leisure 
hour# that must he put to profitable*' wholes 
some use* What to do with lei cure time 
becomee a pr oblcm*,.*.^ *..#* *■#-*-# *.-**«*# **** -
the state and national park# offer am excellent 
solotion to the 'aforesaid problem*. however* one m e t  
understand acme thing about the natural development of 
these state -and national, park# la order to enjoy them 
to the full cot extent and to fully appreciate their 
natural beauty.* Wader standi ag leads to appreciation and
t* Wiseltler* Joseph A## •frogram of Art Education#** douraal 
of.Hetlonal Education Association* $8#£&V '^ebruary^TEWST
menjoyment* mm mm understandi **g of -miteto lead# be on
emjeymomt ato appreetoblom of the- works of great e-empe#«ir#§ 
■mm am imtoJNfbamdtog of the formation of eaiiyoa#* #a?trae 
and mountains# the development of glacier#.*- th# o««8» of 
erosion* the habitat mod dtstrltoiiom. of plants os# animals 
for different mmnmm lead# to a greater interest in. and 
wajeymemh of mstor# and It# working#* In other worts* there 
1# a #!««# for every change* Ibis sense- prwdne*# eerha.to 
deficit# effect# utoof' eertsto ^ conditions* If the observer 
to# boon trot mo# to see mot only the picture mm shown on 
tfeo surface* tot also certain eeiembifle principle* at work 
hook of alt this development it may become permanently 
totore sting* If one understand# tho format torn of the glacier 
system of Mount Easter eo that seeing 1# under# tan ding* then 
ho real ly appreciate# lbs mo to rat beauty* It I# mot suffto 
elsnt for Ojas to merely form- a mental picture of how the 
■Syiito Canyon look# without''towing acme interest in- the work* 
tog of motor# am# to how th### formation* took place* The 
child through the1 atmOy o f . #ot#mo# 'Should gut-tor enough 
scientific knowledge based upon th# natural law# of science 
to cans# him- to be able through observation to understand
hi# environment am# to g i w  him an Inspiration for further
at toy of the natural phenomena t
There is an insatiable desire to the 
toman breast to re## Ire to- some abort forma la * 
some brief statement* the facts of toman
experience# It lead# the- savage to- ’account*
for all the natural phenomena- by defying the 
wlto ato the stream and the- tree*- It lead#
©i#iMo#4 on the otbor h«jjd# to rnnprmmm
M #  #xggHb&OM& ■ orporionoo %m hho f mrn&Mm ■ or -#o?* 
oal1*4. low* of Both works -of orb on#
low# of ooiomo* mm® bfe# frodoob of the ■ eraablr* 
Imagination* Both furniah. mat©rial for th« 
gmhlfloabSpo of t&o aosthotio Jo#g.mont**®
&n «fer^ loro I of *4oeoblom is. tolsae## and for adult#t
*,* for yotiiiig poopl# mn& #fcil4m&*. • It . hooomoo &oooo#*ry for 
tho %®mm®m to bake part in the proo*#***- that brimg:: forth 
ooiwtlfl© idea# on# OBder#%«uedlng#;* it ia for th I a wmmmmm 
ttot m ohstiy of'tbn- reolltieo- of tt#. #ot*#f^ioor«#. under 
omibiihlo guidon eo* i# #o wall worth enl titrating#
fti© for poo# of thl# #to#|p, 1# to- present m #nb'$eefir«r 
on# an»lybleal treatment of how state on# national -pork# 
an# Similar arom# map' eontribot# to reoreatiojaa 1 aebiwihio#- 
to di tonsB some opportunities for edueatioo. mffordod by 
these natural aromsj mndto glTre some eehpol eeblritie# 
that may b# used In eoonootlon with the study of seleso#*
8. 8ra*ab©rg# Benjamin 0 „  Science *«# «m' Pofelio Hindu 
•-■ 1355, p. tO,    *------------ -
e m m m  n  
pass areas
forks* whether oremhe# by muuieifailtie»# oo«Btiti«. 
states or the aition* sere# many other purposes besides 
that of proiriiiog p less ant a m #  to wrhioh its- ©itlsen# 
may ray air for reerestiom* Of ©ours©* they are play** 
S*^un##: of the higher order *** the highest order* in fast*
‘ But also*. they are v n i m i  of the mighty past of the earth*# 
makings* exhibits upon an enormous seel© of the operation# 
of the greet fore## whioh shape# am# still are eh aping 
this l&ndf area# for the o on#erration of the net ire mil#, 
life of Amer.1©#.* am#* beoaus© of these funetioma they are 
pisses of inspiration for the 4eyel#pment of education* 
patriotism* art* an# literature* Hen an# women return 
from the mountain tops hotter shop-keepers an# tailors* 
as well as better pupils* lawyers an# painters*
fh# main attraotlironess of the parks to visitors wtio 
©an see beyond golfing* baseball* an# oamoelag* ties in 
physioal features an# the rogetation an# -animal life with 
whleh mm -or nature ha# oorore# them*, this is due in a 
large measure to the fast that -on#*# interest in nature 
#epen#s to a. large extent so one*# knowledge an# under** 
standing of the. scientific foots of geology an# biology* 
Nothing is more easily an# pleasantly se^ulr©## for;srhat; 
most persons suppose are tell s©Soness are*, in their
simplified outlines* most interesting' to ■ study an# 
fascinating to apply to mature*# tremendous < examples*
EehtOitsl park# are the creation of the government 
in me#t-cou»tri#a#-:«m# -one of their primary usee is the ^ 
study of mature and recreation in the mil##* Museuma have 
■developed in "these places la. .order to prose rue* indoors* 
apeeiiiene of those things which admit sof exhibition* .. 'Emm. 
in the out«*of~doors there are being dowel oped In j&merlestt 
.national parks what are called #:hrsiIsolde museums*105 so , 
that'traveler e under competent guidance may be shown* while 
they are 'walking to places of interest* the birds and 
flowers and minerals and fossils that are ehoraeheri atie 
of these places of wonder*. In this way the primary purpose* 
that of extending: education, and recreation* Is furthered*
n m t m M *  m m  m m m m t t z m  for EwoAttoM
fh© eppofhumlM.ee afforded for education promise em#; 
ceptionally good results in the national paries of the United 
Spates* because of the great variety of natural . laboratories 
scattered from the drctie to the tropics» a few outstanding 
examples of the marreious workings of nature are found in 
the following parks* In Mount Jfolialey Hatiomat P§|f%' there 
is the highest mountain mass in Horth Amerioa, standing at 
one end of graded series ,#f mountains which- extend to the 
Isle of E^entlan chain* Along that line* Eatmal national 
Monument* is the scene of one of the largest volcanic 
eruption# of the century* . m  Mount Easier National Park
If-
there i# » of m wmrm and mighty gtaelera-
and % iii'fif development of hbe^Beeky Mountain uplift* 4t 
Crater take and haeeen feteauie S i l l m l  Fmrk# the re are 
w&ltenee# etlll partially iwiiltt#- in the %itewsteiie 
Ha hional fork there are the greatest geyser districts te 
tli# world*
the following descriptions or the nebiemal parks are 
intended to a how that although many nr the parks ©ontain 
similey- features: yet each of thorn tas'one or more © hamster** 
tshies which individualfeea it* diati agu iohes it from the 
otter#* and afford# on opportunity for ■ ©bodying; a particular 
phase of natural science*
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the fellowston© National ■ Park t # the moot cefebratod 
in oil the world because off it© largo number of geysers* 
it# profound rtver trenching*. it a fossil forest#*, an# it# 
wild life*
It# geysers ere celebrated the world over for eiee* 
power* end variety of action* as we 11 a©' number* the 
following quotation may giro a ©leer pi ©tore of the number 
end locat ion of the * .gay «####■ also of their act ion* •
, ^ fher© are about 3 *000 gey ©era and ho t
■ springs in the park* lfe*#tjgP them are located 
in the elk principal -gey ear "stein*# the Borrle, 
lower* .Midway.*.- Upper* ‘-Heart hake*, and Shoshone.
Basins* all' lying in the west and couth central 
parts of the park* the gey sere exhibit a targe 
variety of ■ character and action* Some spout at 
quite regular Intervale* longer or shorter* -Otter#
Other# are irregular* -Some burst upward 
with power* Other#- shoot stream# ah ■ 
angle* or bubble end foam in action**9
geysers occur only at place# where the infernal heat
of the earth approach*:# ©1©#© to the ewfaoe*. Water from
the surface run# down through crack# in the rock# and. come#
in contact with intense heat* the -water itself become#
interne# ly heated and give# off at cam which expand# and
force# upward the cooler water that lie# above it* Finally*
the steam, from the. bottom expand# so rapidly under the
con tinned heat that the cooler water above it can no longer
hold it down so the wafer bubbles over* thus relieving the
pressure on the super-wnber below* which suddenly f lashes
into steam, forcing the entire sms# Into eruption*, fhe
water rise# many • feet into the air and continues to flow
until"practically all the water la the ©rater ha# been
expelled* fh* wafer* cooled and falling back to- the ground*
rune off or with ether water seeps through the surface to**
gather* t« before*. In the orator*# depth* and soon become#
reheated he the bursting point* when the geyser blows again*
Bearly the entire Yellowstone region is remarkable
for its bathwater phenomena* Beautifully colored hot
spring#^ mud volcano©* and other strange phenomena: are
B* Bab local Park Berwice#. fe.|.lowrsbone. National, ,f ag&a 19$$* 
pp* 1-2*
wr# frequent*. lltoroseopl© plant* grow oa the edges and 
aide# of t He aw bawlae# moeiehing in depoaihlug mineral 
matter wad painting them many eelorm*
mother very ehara© toriati© wad - interesting feature 
of the fOlSowahene Iwbioiiai fork i.e. ft# wlid life* 1% I# 
©a# of the large at wad mo at ewoeoowfotty proooirvod la the 
world#. It# forge mountainous areas remain almost as nature 
mod# bhem* there are growl herd# of ollc* #evey*tl hundred 
meowo# antelope#,. ms*!#* doer# mountain #h*ep,
buffaloea wad bear#* The following quotation describes the 
wild fife*
,#fh« gristly bear# for inatwne#, la oat 
of the shyest of wild wamiwlw wad way bo seen 
only with difficulty, It lives principally 
oa roots* berries, nut# wad honey * when honey 
©an bo bad:*. 11 own mot oll»% hr#©* like lb#
' brown bear#* It# f f ill# oat* are bont la otwi 
whore the bear# hibernate through the winter*
fii# brown# ©innamon, wad. biwok bear#* 
whioh,, by the way* are the warn© spool©# only 
differently o©lured ** the blonde a wad brunebt#** 
w© to ©peak# of the warn# bear family *» &r« quite 
different# they a w  playful# oompwrwtively 
fear!©##, so me time# even friendly* fhey are 
greedy fellow# wad. wtewt ewmp wnppii©# wtieneirer 
they own* fbl* wild animal pwrwdis© now- contain#
' *  + ****,*.***»*•#»* feir# then ’ two hundred epool©# 
of bird# live natural undisturbed live# in the 
t # t  lo w a t c n e *  m W
the hwhttwt wad distribution of wild life t# dependent
10* National fwrk Service,
1 0 1 1 #  p p *
of Our National fwrkw*
ma p e® faster# euoh mm $ sltoahto water* m d
5* .Some wild animals prefer toe fKlI«y% toil#
t o s s #  t h #
s t o e e #  l i e #  h ig h  mp&m
end their fswns are Sound meetly ih the 
grass i# ^ill and torsishe# a ssmwsnisxkh til 
stoer wild animals* ttetmtoto li<ms lire high upon.
aid# e» sc so mat of their shyness* Bewtfef# 
ere wary few mo unto to lie®# found to to# Xellowstoea
tork* Wild oat# lies prtoeipaily on the mountain 
r id e # '  -torto g  t o #  day end frequent the valley# ah night t o  
g e t  toed and water* Mountain #h#o-j> range oa t o #  west s i de 
of t o #  mountain peak# heoaue# o f  the prevailing winds t o l a #  
keep this side free from enow.* there #p# very tow mountsto 
to # e p  k #  h e  to w n d  to . t o t # '  p e r k *  $$&  « r #  I w i  t o  m any  
seshlea# #f the park.* they rsqu ir# the gras# on to# wash 
slaps# of to# memntoto far food* to# .ferreted middle slope# 
for pW't#mttom and ratotog to#to towmg#, and to# #p#m vat toy# 
lower down tor winter range* Wear toe tlttfi and lake# are 
found geese* grease*, swans* pelto#®«*rgalls and dusks*
the petrified to rest# of the Yellowstone offer wen# 
dertol #p orkonitie# tor sclent ifle eh serve tien and study* 
torn#thing ef the age of these to,rests may he seen from toe
;■#
glimpse
o f  t h e  f o l l o w s t o a e t o  
afforded to the petrified forest of the 
Specimen ■ -Eidge neighfcorhood* where many 
level# of upright petrified trunk#: may 
he touad alternatfag* like toe- layer# 1m
a cake* with the level# of la vat which 
. plainly shows that after the first forest 
grew‘on the•volcano**■#1ope'and: was‘engulfed 
by a froth mu-of irsri* enough time- elapsed 
for a second forest to grow upon the level 
and that.this in torn was engulfed with new 
l a w  to make the level another forest* and so 
on*. fhare is a cliff £*000 feet high composed 
■ wholly of these alternate levels of engulfed 
forests and/the lavas which engulf ed them**!!
From this quotation it seems that there is evidence 
that the forests were buried by the lava from, the volcanoes 
and that the water flowing through this Sara- carried with 
it the silica from the volcanic .ash* the woody structure 
of the trees was dissolved and the silica was deposited in 
lie place* because the petrified trees contain none of the 
original wood of the trees*, hut is merely a reproduction 
in rock of the original form of the trees*
m m  m m ®  emra® nmmw&t, rasx
the Grand Canyon SFabieual Park is In many respects 
one of the most outstanding parks* A very striking feature 
of this park is the formation of the Grand Canyon of the 
dolor ado Elver* A brief description of the formation of 
the roadside canyons may help to make clear the formation 
of the Grand Canyon#
11* ibid* p* B0*
rain failing In the plowed field- 
f e m e  .rivulets In the furrows* the rivulets 
unite'' In amoddy 'torrent. in the roadsldo.
.gubhef* With eneeee&ing'ahewers the gutter .- 
wear.® an ewr**de opening channel in'the soft, 
wait* With..the passing season the gutter 
beoomeir a gulley# ; Bor® .and there*. In plae#®*
: it®.hank# undermine sad fall la* the rivulet®-, 
from' th#-fl®M Wear tiny tributary gallic®*
■Between the ■ break® la .the hank#-in hbebflho* 
tarl#®.* irregular mwaaa of earth remain -stands 
lag* sometimes- resembling mimic cliffs* some** 
time® .washed and worn late mimic peak® and 
®piree*^lf: •
ioeh road-eld# mmmmmm- are familiar-to- everyone*, Bauy 
time a ha® one noted the beautiful water** cover ad wall® -and 
®1 ape® of thee# .dihohee* . But seldom* perhep#.* ha® he 
realised that' the muddy readaide -ditch and the world* 
famous Grand Canyon of the Colorado ®r®--# from nature*® 
standpoint# identicali that .they differ only in. sell and 
*iee.
It I® believed that in age® before history the Cel#** 
rad# hirer ■ flowed upon- the eurfae®. of the- eun^baieed toe«e 
soil# but* like the readeide ditoh* it gradually wore a# 
ever-deepening ohanaeX § end In time*., a® with the roadside 
diteh* the bank® caved in* send the current carried 'the . 
soil away*
Here ancient geetegieaS history i® -revealed In the 
mel'fe of the- Grand Canyon than in any of the national park®.*
It* Ibid* p* «**
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®fh# berisosihai ilrftli seen In the watts 
of the canyon wire liflig the
Paleosoic era; they represent the oldest 
series of reek that h e w  yielded clearly 
' ^ identifiable t w e e s  life* Iftany of 
the strata, contain remains of marine 
animal# end n e w  -therefore evidently laid 
down on the bottom of the s©a, although'the 
region nee atanda high above the present 
sea level;* Others* notably eerthlia bed# 
of .red shale and sandstone In the Snpai 
end Hermit fermatlone*. appear to have been 
spread out a* and and sand on semi arid* low** 
lying land or on delta plain# by ahifting 
streams# and one fonaatlon# 'the' dooonino 
eandetone* la supposed by many geogioglete
to he sand dune#* nearly all the Paleosolc 
forimtione contain aomo traces of life** *** 
Fossil track# of email finals* probably 
early forme of amphibia* occur in the 
Hermit and Coconino sandstone* the aggregate 
thickness of the Paleosoie rooks varies ■
from place to place, but in the pert of the
dread dampen that 1# included within the
national park It average# 4*000 feet*11 lb
there: are many agents that have contributed to the 
formation of the canyon* the Colorado Elver* together with 
it# tributaries* the rain*, snow and frost* many' chemical 
activities* and espMlc&ly the great pull of gravity ha# 
aided in. its formation* dll of the## agent# are still at
work -on this beaut Ifni piece of earth eeelpbwre* fhe
drand Canyon of to«day is the accumulated result# of the 
action of these force# that have left from year to year 
but slight traces of their action* but that through the 
-ages have produced great result#*
IS* HebScoal Park Sgrvice* grand Canyon Satlonal Park* IfSS* 
pp* ll**l1*
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fh© rooks of this ©anyon r©s©*l .may geological swats* 
fUm oof tor b#ds whi©h::w©f© prsssa t ©how the Itmsskon© haw 
bssm removed by ©rosiou from the are* aajoining the ©anyon* 
faulting* mMm& by the alternating ss^asn©© of 'tori ooi 
soft formations* ha a been on important factor So the dswXop* 
moot of tbs noil#of too- ©anyon* the oijoooot rook# hew 
b*sa ©ru*hs4 by bb© aowmsnh along ©sms of tbs faults mm& 
haw tonset oooo# of weakness which* through ©owlon* haw 
hooomo. #©«# roriooo or gorge*# the rook* along, the, t i w  
are weak shale* of th* Algonkian tyfi* the** stratified 
rook* hair* &#©&* la. many ptacss* replaced by hard Arehsan 
cryebaitia# rook#* A# the#* h*ri crystalline rook* are 
mot arranged ta hoi* and are all practically equally r©«* 
sisbaab to erosloa* the noli# of the Grantt© Sorgo hair© * 
steep*, continuous siopo which 1# different from the step- 
Ilk© arrangement of the n*ll.* Sa the overly tag Pal ©©.sale 
rocks* fho hottom of the canyon 1* oororoi with Bright 
Angel shot©*
Ha© to those wnderfuX formations and the marvelous 
colorings of the olios of the canyon it ha* been pictured 
by Hamlin Garland mm m hoaatlfal speebuoX©* H© sayst
**It hoi * thousand different moods*
Ho on© ©an know it for ©hat it Is who has 
not Xiwd with itorory day of the year*
It I# like m mountain rang* ** a ©loud to** 
lay* a wall of marble tomorrow* Whoa the 
light falls into it* harsh* direct, an! 
searching dlstarbing ** hat wait! the clouds* 
sansst and mooarise will transform it into 
a splem&or .no mountain rang© ©an surpass*
Peaks will shift and glow* wall* darken*
' ©rag* bake fire*, and- graywgwen -mesa** ' 
dimly teen*, bale© on the gleam of opal** 
eseemh lake*_ of mountain water* *1*
there is thus a'-geegrapbieel opportunity*, elsewhere- .; 
ouofjnalled* which the Grimd Canyon of the 'Colorado- Elver 
.##fort for the study of - mountain erosion- of typos of 
re«le®r# of river** and of uplifting and lifting-of the - 
land# at time# of sarhh*|««ke#*,: In the#*-,thing* hhi# • 
national park offers many eseeSleab * opportunities: for 
scientific oh ©or vat ion mod study*
fgg got SPEiEGE EAflQHAl PARK
the-' Hot Springs national Parle is differ out' ’ from any
of the other national pork** hut in' it# m m  particular'
«»y 1© an esbraorainfiry at am|r of them.*’ this park 1# ~
located In the Ouachita Mountain#'in Arkansas and la 
given' a dietInga1shed place among American resorts of 
national character and ownership* despite the fact that 
it hat .no spot# of unusual aoonio beauty* It %m in one 
sense the oldest national park* having been created a 
epaeial reservation In if##* forty year# before. the mbm&ers 
of the Xellowatone' had inspired Ooskgrese with the idea''that 
aeenery was a national asset deserving pr seerva11 on for the 
use and enjoyment of suoeeeGIng generations* * It wmm given 
national park status in IB21*
;m national Park .Service* Glimpses of Our national Parks* 
lEgl*. p*,. SI.,*,.
thtm park coatains forty^aereH hot spring* which are
grouped Around the b ass of the Hot Spring* Mountain*- the 
gases issuing trmm these hot springs are oompoised almost 
cahlrely^of atmospheric gases* carbon dioxide* being in 
groatsr pe montage or the relume than to air*. Hourly all 
of' these springs issue from sandstone an#' limestone# whs r e 
the formations rfs# to- the ovrfaa# from considerable depths 
a© at- result or antio I in f©el rolling* fftay invariably i##u# 
only at the low® st exposures of: thus# rooks in different 
anticlines an# are therefore commonly found only in those 
umtinline© which the water*benring formation© are. exposed 
at Sower eiewuhien© than In a-djeeenh anti ©lines#,
f he hypotheei# as to the- souroe of the test end are ter 
•upply of thee# hot springs that is most consistent with ’ 
the feet# of thel r chemical composition end geologt© 
occurrence is that they are duo to the arte©inn circulation 
of the meteoric water through permeable beds* the water 
being taken in at a relative high outcrop of the permeable 
bed' In an- anti ©Sine and diecharged where- the name bed Is 
exposed at a lower 1©vel in an adjacent anticline* the 
temperature of the springs im an expression of the normal 
earth temperatures in the synolinai basins through which 
the water mores# as through great inserted siphons*
there is little reasonable- doubt that the « p r ing-bearing 
formations In the bottoms of the sync!ins* through which 
the water simulates hare a temperature appreciably higher
teen that of the hot springs water* • trade ubbed ly * washer 
moving through the so haste# woold attain a temperature ap-**
ppesimsitely e^temtsob- to. that of tee. Peeks- at’these depths* 
However* the water is cooled os it tssta It eemteeh with 
colder'-Peeks te asoeadteg to tee eebiste or ‘tew springe,*'
If the rats -of flow from intake to outlet werecQ nstant * 
the water wool# probably emerge at about the twflg# hem** 
pore tore of ordinary springs* -Sot the » ondibteae of the 
intake mm*I outlet ere each that the rate of flow through 
the basin is not uniform* Water Is fed into the b&aien 
ell the way from the spring«*tear ing formation to the outlet* 
whereas the water escapes eh only a f ew places-* f Water 
entering eh the. intake * moreover# probably sinks boh a few 
feet before it reaches the water level# and itm downward 
movement thereafter is very alow# being dependent upon te# 
rate of discharge of the springe and the capacity of the 
rook reservoir to the basin*- the discharge of %he water 
from the baste of the ■ springe to probably not analogous 
to the overflow of a take or pond:* in which the top water 
is drained off*- the movement toward the outlet is analogous 
to that noted-te some oil fields inhere the lowering of pres** 
■sure prodneed by a very rapid dlaeliargo of -oil causes hot 
water to rise te the will*.
In general*, tee water from .sandstone is not as highly 
mineralised as teat from limestone op shale#, though both 
limestone and shale yield some water of very low mineral#
lei#bina-* tee. water of high sulphate content com## item 
limestone ted is characterised by « high percent of hi# ■' 
carbonate as well a# a high peresmb^of sulphate* fit# 
high sulphate' content results teat the alteration of pyrlte 
to ferrous sulphate by the action of oxygen* On contact 
with water the ferrous aulfthete I® ttydreiiscd* with more or 
leas complete p®rclpitation of ferric oxide and the for** 
mat ion of free amphoric acid* tel# solution® that are form# 
#d act strongly on the element# of the'rock* gradually 
membraUsing tee acid bicarbonate# and producing am alkaline 
water of high sulphate- com teat* The sulphate# produced are1 
largely derived fro* this source#
In addition to thee® hot spring# whose water is supplied 
to bathhouses#, the park also contain® bold springs with 
palatable waters which are extensively used bote im tee 
treatment of disease and as table waters# therefore* due 
to the large per#cemt of chemical compounds found In tease 
waters*, bote hot an# cold# the park offers opportunities 
bote for te# study of science and‘for tee treatment of 
diseases#
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the Uarlsbad toverm#*tetlonal Bark contains ‘the 
largest series of underground cavern# yet explored* Because 
of it# magnitude and the beauty of Its limestone caverns* 
the area was given national park abates in Hay* 198$*
Formerly it haa been designated a national monument under 
the administration.' of the; tepartmenb, of. the interior*
'terlsbad Siftii** thirty -m£$®m' distant from the town 
of Carlsbad In southeastern hew Stemleo*. like most, aavem#* 
consists of .a eerie# of lofty. spacious chamber# in ttoe«* 
which was formed b y  fereolatteg ground water# Once 
water enters limestone it begin# to diesolve it* First* 
a water*##aked . 1 imeetene* then gradually water . moves from 
ar#vle# to crevice until a eerie# of large opening# are 
developed* These opening# wary much In else* extend in 
ail direction# mid all eoxmteted* The amount of water .that i 
eater# increases with each rain* and the## cavities tend 
to enlarge with -each rain* tea# forming eaves and passage** 
way## Finally* the water flawing through these passage** 
way# leave# the limestone in the form of seepages or spring#* 
date# are- aometiae# f ormed by the water' dissolving 
embedded salt or gypsum* which la sometime# accompanied by 
the caving In of tea wall# and even the ceiling* If this 
proc### were to c oiitteue indef to Ita ly # alt tha limestone 
would be ^ removed* but the amount of water entering meat 
caw# is checked either by flowing to another direction or " 
by clogging the pores of the limestone* 'When thl# stag#’
1# reached per cl p I hahi on replaced eolation and removal*- 
In the Carlshad Caverns there are many beautiful 
stalactite# which 'scientist# estimate have been in the 
process of formation for millions of year#*. W o n  the
amount of water that enters the opening is too great to 
be evaporated* part ■ of it tell# te the floor and gradually 
ballii up stalagmite* mmM other me#see of limestone which 
frequently mmnmm peculiar shapes* la some case* the 
stalactite# and the stalagmite# loin* thus terming huge
e
column#* These formation# are due te the d eco mp os i t i e a 
of lime a ten# which has been carried la eolnblea by ground 
water and which crystallised upon the wall# of the #*irsi* 
After tee pete# lit te# Mme«ten# besom partially filled 
and tee circulation of ground, water has almost stopped a 
ai&ell amount of water* saturated with lime* gradually seep# 
through tee surface of the eatr#.* it evaporate# and deposit# 
a small amount of lime*' A small opening i# be he found in 
the center of each stalactite* through which tee water 
passes* fhls constant addition Of Small amount# of M m #  
to the surface by the -evaporation of the water gradually 
make# the## save formation#*
An Inter#sting feature of the oswrms to the ad« 
veotutottt mind is tea fast teat always beyond M e #  some 
region* probably of ■ equal beauty* perhaps entirely new in 
type of decorations* waiting to he explored* the scientific 
explorations of tee national Oaographic doclsty during a 
period of six monte# covered about twenty *»one miles* and 
four additional ail## have been explored sine# teen* part 
within tee past year*
#f Interest* also* are the hat flight# teem OarIshad
§#'-
Cmwrxis# Whieh eaeit f ttuiig during the summer may be seen 
for "Shout two1 or three hours# About dusk these little 
animals* whteh d«ring the day rest in a portios of the 
saw-wh let* f m met roadbed by wielhers* start earning out*
At. first* only a. few in number* they increase steadily until 
they 'form m blank column wbieh* seen from a distance* re** 
aemhlea smoke* It has teem estimated that nearly three* 
million hats leure the- oeve on these nightly forays* always 
flying south as they some out# Early the next morning 
they return* hut mot from the south* Somehow during their 
flight they must haws made a big air si a* for they always 
return from the north*
Osrlsbud Casotai is one of the national parks: of the 
•desert $ therefore it la eheraoberieed by plants and animals 
which do not retire a. large amount of water for their st*b* 
sishemss* Within the caverns are found bats* ring*tailed 
oats* spotted skunks* cave mice* crickets* spiders* and 
flies* While the surface area offers a habitat for eactu* 
wrems* rook wrens* homed toads*. eurvea^bilied thrashers* 
blaek^hbfonhed sparrows and rook s^uirrelsf and for & 
pro-fusion hf the' strange plants of the desert* Alike in 
belonging mostly to the -eacha# family* with a fibrous toughness 
imd.-protection by hook.* barb* and spine* their variety of 
form.is amaslag*. Several times higher than men grow" some 
of these desert plants* like the yueoa and satol plant* 
while others 'are delleate growths to be''measured In inches*
fh# spring'flewer# of the region air# a rsrsiahien to those~ 
onfami 1 tar wi#h the H o n  of the Southwest*
tm  mmm %mn Mmzmm*. mm
So- the heart of the deseed# Mountains of the northwest* 
4# ■ the drahwr'.ta&e national fark* Whsr# itm ooloauo## were 
ono# 4m oeaatent eruption 4& mum of the prettiest tsdres.ia 
She world*
Staaf She lake the flower# present a beautiful sight*
*A# one descend# She trail to the 
lake one of the first plants to- aStraeS 
attention to the trailing raspberry*
Bobu# laeeieceeoos* It# l#*v#a fora a 
earpeS 4m the shade ohtie scattered white 
biossoma, at * hasty glance, give the 
Impression of a strawberry* In similar 
local4tie# ere found the- on#** sided winter* 
green with It# greenish flower# all on on#
Sid# of the stem# Pyrola seconda, and often 
associated with it the dainty two^leswed 
orchid with Its inoonspicuous green' flowers* 
the bwsy**bi#de# Utter# oauarina* Farther 
down, the crater*# sides ere ablaze with 
yellow arnica end other sunflowers# sad at 
the w r y  hot tom the glory of the mountains, 
the purple monkey flower#, Simula# lanrlsii# 
it# ma#saa o# petunia, hod# of old fashioned 
garden#
One of the largest of these aforesaid iroleaices was 
Mount It#!#* It stood in- the southwestern part of what is 
now Oregon two hundred mil## south of. Mount fianier asi 
nearly a* lofty as it*. It was about the height of Mount
lb# national Bark Berwies* Center late# National F&rk* £9S9* 
P# id*
of which it f§if:
mil## %o it# north*
cawed in tearing . it# 
downward to. - an unknown
the first awful de^th of tl 
£**#*#» But the wwIm m  its not 
through well ' 
con## within the greater* but o m  #e
tb# entire .part of Mount Wamawa
#r#t#lMl.ik#. - aid##., e x t e n d i n g
hoi# no i n  #an 
it b u r n t  u p  
lessor 
a# the *arround-
Xfcsn the fire# owns##*. end gradually# as the year#
pass##*. springs emptl## into the mat- basin and filled it 
with water within a thuwsaiii feet of it# rim* ft# lake 
is two thousand fast deep in plan##* It hmm mm inlet of 
any sort*, nor is there, say stream running nut of It# but 
lb# water■ to supposed to. saeape by underground obaanolw 
an# to reappear in tbs Hamath Biwar# a fsw mil## away* 
Brest number# of birds# many war tot is# of which atro 
##ide» found slaewher#* are found in. dratsr Into Bstloaal
place# for the golden eagle# an# tbs ingrfomn 
bat# aaglsf H a o  Book is th# home of the fuleou* 
Ospreys haws been ease* and the horned owl 
for ago# nightly-*. California gall# risit the 
park an# blank; cormorant# are- known to h a w  
asst## and raise# their young on tbs Sate* 
f hera are n n w  and half a dosan waft#tie# of 
a»ca»«*haok and goIden~ay#d ducks 
th# lake# and’ the Sierra grouse tha 
timber lands* Claris' s mrnmm. the m a p  robber* 
-and California* arreted* and gray lays make
their- presence known- around • the ® m m  
ground#* *Id
Oeetoglst# find Crater link#' of special, interest 
because of the way Bator# msd# it*- Maiiy veloaaee# have 
hs# their tops blown off* Mount Basilsr is on# of those* 
But no other In the Betted Chat## has fallen into_ itself* 
a* Mount Manama has*.
t g&. mbs a vmm m&mmm &m&
the Mss# ?erde national Park is located 'on th® right 
hank of the Maaeos Elver* down to which a number of small,* 
-rough o«nyon% on## bods of stream#* slop# "from, the top of 
the Bo#.#* It is %m tit# side* of the## small -ellff dewli**- 
legs that the most wonderful and best pro served ©liff 
dwelling# in America* if not in the 'world* are found be«* 
-day* It was for their preservation that- Con gross sot 
apart this park*
f homm who have traveled through ’ the Southwestern 
States have soon innumerable mesa#*, or Isolated plateau** 
rising several hundred feet from the bars' and often arid 
plains* She word mesa Is Spanish for table* and in. fast 
many of the## me### whom sms* at a dlstanoe- resemble a 
table*
Once the- level of the## mesa tops ««§ the level'of all of 
this vast eouthweetena oountry* but the rain# and flood#
m .
through many MBitarttt have washed away ail tilt© softer 
earth*, 1©airing standing only the rocky ©got# or those so 
wavered with surface rook# that the rain# could not reach 
the softer ground underneath*
The Mo## Verde* or green mens* be© an#©' it is 8©?efii_ 
with sbombed. cedar in & land where tree# or© few* i* on© 
of ih© moot widely known of the mesas* through erosion, 
wear a long period of time* the sandstone- ho# toon gradually 
washed «»iy forming smell canyons nod leaving ©tonding 
messes of rook- many foot abosre the plains# These ore
celled the tains* Abo ire the talus, yellow ©end# ton© wall# 
rise prec ipitouely two or thro© hundred foot higher to the
##«»'*§ tog*
In prehistoric time# the fuohlo Indian# lived In 
the#© cliff dewitlog# of the Moo* Verde* seeking hher©^ & 
homo for protection* When on© spooks of the Pueblo 
Indians* he do©# not mean an Indian ©took or tribe* hot 
merely Indian** po s sibly of warion# stock# and tribes* who 
need to lire* end a few of who## descendant# still Stir#*
‘the builders of these ■prehistoric dwellings were of the 
pueblo type*.
The following: quotation show# some of the steps .of 
development of hens© etrochof© among these prehistoric 
Indian# mm has been shown by re cent exoftiratioaf and arch­
eological surveys made In th# Mess Verde national Parki
*»#*t&W3r constructed their roughly sir-* 
outer mobterran©an rooms not only in the sandy 
floor of the cares hot also In the red soil
on -tit# comparatively level mesas seperah- 
tag tli# numerous- eMyo»e**.**** **hhe floor# 
wore sunken slightly below. the fttffm 
and th#' low wall# pi cs he red with clay 
or reinforced with th to stab# •of shone***
;lor iaemhai - masonry replaced the cruder at# 
tempts of bb# emd-er hou#e**wali construe t tenjr 
rectangular or #f«ori#h form# replaced: the 
somewhat circular wad ear H e r  hypcf aad 
gradually the single* room structure wa# 
grouped la erer**enlarg isag trnit«»,*.*,.*they • ■ 
shaped whoa## into jrogitlar form#* eomettme* 
ornamenting them with dealgms*. and laid them 
la mud mortar* one oe another*-. Their 
masonry 'ha# resisted the destructive forces 
•Of the element# for centuries**3^  •
fhe Mesa Ter-d# H^tional fsck has many attraction# 
heeldee its ruin#* , It is. noted for it# weird* natural 
beauties* In winter it is inaccessible on account of 
deep snows# in some month# it 1# dry m l  parched* hut 
in dune and duly*, when rain# come* vegetation ia In full 
bloom* the plants flower* and the grace grow# high In 
the gladeoj the tree# put- forth their new green. leave#* 
lh# Mesa ferde i« attractive and full--of interest for 
the## who lev© the unusual -and pictureefue .mountain 
scenery*,
mmm nmtm b a t i q b a l  p # » e
In the- northwestern corner of the Waited State# 
rise#* from the 3*#cade Mountain#* a eerie# of extinct 
volcanoee # ice-clad the year round, foremost, among ' 
them. 1# Mount- Ben lor surrounded- by which’!# the Mount
If* Batioaal Fork Service* Mesa feed# national Park* Ifl#
Senior Batiousi Park* thin, park ■ hmm- many outstsndtog 
©haraotitolstios* chief among which arot Sts' mmnmmnm. ' 
glaoior ## its hsautiPut wild flow#**# growing apparently 
otoe#'###uliar §o»liti^ai^ tod-it# largo - for#at#*,
Mount Ssnlor has' & glacier «^Bi«n far #s###dtag to 
sis# and impressive %»&a^r - that of any to the Baited -Shat## 
From *t# summit #»<$ eiroue* twenty-eight named river a of 
toe flow slowly # i i  it# aides* there: are wasy other 
wmmmmM ones* fh#' .forisshlon of these glacier# to a very
tokeresttog feature of the park g
**Ssp#y winter tha aolstora-lad#**
Wind# from the Pacific* ^stoOtoly cool## 
against its summit* deposit upon It# 
top and si do s enormou a snows* $h#s# 
settling to it*# mlle-tode siraier****♦-* 
pro## wi th overwhelming weight down the 
aeuukato*#. sloptog old##*
f hue are t o m  to# glaciers* for to# 
mmxm m i #  iti oto'yrtosarw quickly. hard** 
on# _ into too* through twenty**# ight valley#* 'x 
selftosrtrto to ootid rook* flow- too##, riror#,
#f i©#* a# they may to roughly called* now 
turning# a# -river# of water hum*. to avoid 
too- harder rook strata^ now roaring over 
“ prooipio## like owwg##i#d.-w#Wrf»-ll#-*. no# 
rippling*. ilk# water currents;* eve# rough
tot toms* ■ push tog* pouring roi ©atlas sty on
until they reach too##' part# of their oour### 
where air turn# thorn, into .ri vers of
water*
fh# 1# to# tost known* though ty **# man#
to# largest of _ to# ■ gtaator#*’ It la flu# mil## long mat at 
Paradis# ' Valley It Is half a mil# wide* Although It i# 
tory whit# and fairly smooth at it# summit* whmn it. roach##
10* Bahlooat. .Park Service* 01.imps## of Our Batlomal Parks*. 
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there It 1# soiled wiih 6u#t'*g|# broken stone and twisted 
by t#rrl.Me‘ pressor#-' into fan test la shape#*
•Alto *tl gtoetore the Slsquelly • gather# on It# surface 
masse# of rook with'-toloh, it strew#. It# -widens* Just a# 
river# of water shrew their bmmkm with log# and floating 
dehri#* '• thnm or# called side moraine#*: • Many rook# are. 
carried in midstream to the end. of -the glacier and dropped 
when, the ice molt# forming a terrain#! moraine* Sometime# 
the side moral nee are mile# long end many feet high he#** 
mlosbtog in a .great w e e  of stones or rook#*, the terminal 
moraine*
the Bleqnally river fie## from the- cave in. the end of 
the Stoqnkily Oluotorto maeut# for the melting. begla# mite# 
upstream under the glacier* the river to the color of rook 
toon it first appear#* because It carries sediment »a# 
powdered rook* which*, however* It deposit# later*'becoming 
quite clear*.
Several spool.#* of minute, insect# live to the ice* 
hopping, about like tiny fleas* they are herder to see 
than the so called sawt fleas at the seashore because 
much small or* - Slender dark brown worms live in the surface 
of the ice* Microscopic ro ##«##oi©r#d plants also grow 
there to m  oh v great numbers-tout they color‘tbs surface*
fhe fellawtog quotation will give- a concise picture 
of the floral beauty and distribution of the flower# for 
different life some# In Mount Banier National farkt
region of greatest: floral blitly 
i« about 4#500 Ear# hi*# plants n »
large* growing In fertile «etlW Here the 
solar of the leave# a# w l l  a# the floral 
organs Xw superb* 111 eel,or# ere rspre** 
seated,- ft# principal plant# having red 
flowers in this $«&# ©re Indian paint brush, 
Lewie * monkey flower* red heather, rosy 
spire# and the firewoods# those having 
white f 1 owsfi ©re valerian# * maintain dock 
samtfragee* avalanche lilies* i#ftnl 
umbelIkfereo* plant#* and th# eo##*w##d#i til 
thee© haring bine flower# art speedwells.*, 
lupine#* martusias* pantsbe mom#* and violet#* 
those haring yellow 'flower# are the aroiclaa* 
pehemh4 tlas*. buttercups * deer tongue a, etonoeropj 
mountain dandelion# and monkey f ewers* The 
principal plant# in the pumice ft.led# above 
the timber lino are the mountain phler* golden 
V Lyali*# lupin#* yellow heather* searlet
■w »*«** »»»«*»»»*. „  ... . ,
dwraba* wad smelewakia, the last two win wit 
###h other for attaining the highest altitude*1®^
p m m  m  m m m m
Virginia ha# been rather alow to derelop her natural 
scenery, However#, there are developments under way in- 
hhi# atate at the present tlmog the Shenandoah national 
P m r M and seven state park#* ■ im addition to -these parks* 
there is the Colonial Monument connecting imerlea'*# three 
most hiatorie pointat: Jamestown* whore the first pery^*a#ab 
Hagtieh settlement was made$ Williamsburg and forktown* 
where American i ndepen&enoe became a reality* The## park# 
and monuments with firginia*# other historioml point# of
I#.* Sationai Park Service * Mount Hauler Motional Park.*1999# P* **. ‘ ~ ^ . ^ ^ Tr-r,1P,.,,.Tn.,^ rrmr^ linrt,.
interest*- ©re .sttrsottog the tourist# of America*
SHShAHDOAH HAfXOlTAh FAES
the general' region, of the Shenandoah national Perk 
lie# in thro# geologic or geogfaphi e pro vino##, The 
park are# is part o f ■the northern Hlu# Bldge* charaoher!s«<t 
by high ridge* and deep marrow5 valleys* the mo-mmtaim# 
vary i** altitude from 3,000 to 4,4600 fast,- HavshllX ami 
Stony Man are the highest peaks*' being approximately 4*000 
fast above sea level* Several. gaps* or shallow passes* 
suoh as Swift Bum Oap and Thornton Oap* occur at intervals 
along the crest of the Sine The Shenandoah Park
area affords am exoellemt opportunity to study geology*
Baoh seonlo feature is in a real sen#-# a reoor d of some 
imtereeting geo login event#.*
The rook# along the crest of the Slue Bldge are 
chiefly greenstone* or altered lavas covered by coarsely 
eiysbelllme . igneous rooks such as gra»it##- along the east 
slope there are i^tamorphesed-sedimemtary' rooks* and along 
the west slops arc f ound quarts and - sand#tome* The west**- 
era part of the Piedmont section is underlain principally 
fey granitoid rooks* Limestone and shale# underlie' the 
Shenandoah Tatley* ttassanuttem .Mountain is capped’fey firm 
sandstone-* Most of the feed of rocks ha# feeen folded*
Some of the folds have feeem broken so that large masse# of 
rock# have been shoved some distance northwestward* This
mis well ^ shewn between laray imd. Front i&yal^/wher# the 
old## arystallIn# rook# or the Bias Bidge.hav# been th rush 
t u r  is.to til# Shenandoah fdlley*
fa# geologio history took place as follows#
wfm remote .geoleg! e port##**. pr#**Cambrium* 
groat bodies of molten rook invaded unknown 
# M * r  rook#* and upon ■ cooling etystal timed 
imho granitoid rooks* Bom# of the molt#a 
material poors# out upon th* surfae* to, tm$m 
the gr#em~shome lawms* Subsequently, Faleoso** 
t# «*»**. tlis rogtom -lay tsmosta- a Bros#- shallow 
mediterranean sea 1# which were deposited 
thousand# of -f*#b of sediment# * The mmn&m* muds* 
an# limy ssdi war©' consolidated into- the *an#»- 
shorn##* shales* and limestone#■ which now occur -
in the valley and which formefly « w w d  the 
Blue Ridge*. toward ttm ole*#' of this ora'- the 
mneostrml Appalaohiam atotmtmlit* war# folds# and 
faulted upward and westward under th© urge of 
enormous pres sure in the earth*# crush* Through 
-a long ora of rolmbiv# crush*! stability the old 
mountains war#- eroded to a oast plain or peneplain 
el#*# to sea—level*' this plain- was than.uplifted 
wertleally for a thousand foot and the rejuvenated 
streams dissected it into ridge# on the resistant 
rook# and valleys In the weaker reeks*. Plattish 
remnant# of the old pen#pi an#' are f ound along 
the summit of the Blue Ridge and the even ortti 
of the Me#sanuthen Mountain* The.tread surfa##' 
of, the Piedmont region and the' Shenandoah valley 
are the younger peneplains which also, have been 
uplifted and are being dieseated Into a new 
group of valley# and hills**?®
fhe fljw Ridge e on tain a many spools# of beautiful
tree# distributed eoeordlng- to typos t ridge* slope .end
Bottom* the rtdge, type of trees* mm- the mime Indicate**
are found on it*# top* of the mountains and art end# a
short distunes down the sides* ft is reshrio ted to the
BO* Virginia State -Commission #n Conservation -and Develop** 
ment* ■ Shenandoah national Park Project* $$$$* p* 4 *.
the s oubh which are exposed be bb# mum* f he­
ck ar *e tori s t its tini are obeetmut oak a ad ehesbtiabi the 
former pr edemi »at © #*■ and of tern ftns pure #t«tade tn 'the 
thinnest soil#* while the latter become# more.. abundant.
&g the so 11 depth and moisture Sacrsa##* Associated with 
thee© ere whit# sad scarlet oak* black locust and hickory* 
with basswood* ! Maple* . norther#, red oak end hi wok gam. #m 
th# cooler slop©#* Beeause of th# poor growth eomdibiom#*; 
th# ridge type tree# are normally short*, limby* crooked 
«ii dof##tire* S#### they or# of little relit# as lumber 
pre&eeer#* hat pr#T#»b erosion*.aid in regal#ting drainage* 
produce ©xhraebe* cordwood* and ##rw# a# a gem# sanctuary 
end a reereaMen -are.i* 1 h# land occupied by this type of 
forest Is %»m® than ten perooab of th© total or##, of th# 
region*
type of .f orest occupies at least sixty 
the forested or##*,, 
wher© th# ridge typo extend# downward on th# 
southern exposure* and th# bottom type reach## upward cm 
th# protested northern atop##*. Within thisap## two of 
-th# mo st common. hardwood, %#### are eharsetori able* f ho## 
are- th# whit# oak and chestnut*. fhe oak reach## greatest 
#1## and abundance. in t he lower areas * while in other 
place# the- che s tout is liable • to predominate*, Assooisted 
with the## are ekesknot oak* scarlet oak* red oak and-
.black oak* hickory* whit# pin#* w%% ant* poplar* beeoh* 
maple* black gum* black birch* and basswood* the o.xeeb-
of bliei*# • depend a upon sl ope * dep th 
of soil* and moist or#*,
.fhe ^ bobhom typo occurs, along -the. stream#- of the 
celley# extending upward on- the adjacent elope#* Pur# 
stand# of hemlock* the ebsraoberletlo hr##* are frequently 
fomid^ though-the- #amo epoei##' i# commonly intermix## 
with, soft map to* sycamore,* black gm»#. r i w r  biroh# and . 
beech* Only a.email present of this or## i# occupied by 
this type*
Du# to the largo forests emd; many stream# of the 
Shenandoah National Park it. furnlahea a wonderful habitat 
for wild II f#•* it 1# naturally within the range of the 
boar# opossum* raccoon* long^tai led urea eel* mink* - skunk* • 
rod fox*: grey fox# wild oat* gray squirrel* flying squirrel, 
chipmunk* woodchuck# rabbit* muskrat* deer* and.mountain 
ahoep* the wild turkey Is alee present*, although this 
turkey it* report## ■ to be a hybrid with the domestic 
turkey* fhis region bee been inhabited by man for goner**► 
tlone* -until the animal life ■##- no longer - abundant* there** 
fore* there- will hawa- to be ,e great deal of restoration 
before the fauna can begin to resemble it# former status* 
fhi#, park would ##rw# ■##„#» ideal habitat.for sheep-*, 
do# to it# high altitude* oool temperature* abundant food 
supply* end-bountiful mountain . stream#-* .it- la. true that
domeabie sheep hare inhabited this seat to a enblt there 
m«i&& -b# 'ms**h\4%tflenity eaeeoatered it* eatabliehlag.
wild sheep there oa acooaat of dieaae#*- Wherefore* they
.. ’ ■ • » ’ ' ’ - , - ’
veuld have be be inaoeelated against some of the »er# 
common diseases before they coold bo eabtefaeherll;$r 
maintained mithia the, pane*
the Shenandoah national . Park also .contains numbers of 
wild flowers* Booh month there *r« found different kind* 
of flowere* from troll tag arbatus of early .eyeing* b# the 
o»tor end golden rod of bh# fail# fbe mountain 1 enrol that 
bloom* in. dune to perhaps the most #p#eteenier of It# 
jTlmri* turn. principal o m # r  floror* _ to bo f e w d  there 
ar#§ violet#* golden buttercups* trilltome* honeysuckle* 
mild rose#* whit# daisies* end several varieties
of orchids*
4 &*&*»■/*&» atsww
fhe State Park System to composed of i«f#a state 
parks* eh fob are t Chesterfield Fork* Donthat State 'FjjpPlCa 
family Ston# State Park* Hmngry Bother State fork#, See** 
shore State Park* Staunton Bivey State Perk* and West* 
moreland State Park* fbie ay atom has been clearly thought 
oat from the point of view of giving all cltisane of the 
state an efuel opportunity for recreation* With the- 
exception of the folloeimg . counties* Sussex* SoehhejBghou*, 
Sreeneville*, Brens wick * a portion of Prince 0eorge# Wise*.
l*e## Soebb#. and Piekimsoa* every point in Virginia Is 
within a fifty mile radios of a proposed state park*
-apart from the economic values to bo derived from 
these- devei opmenhs* one of the moot vninablw features of 
the park system will be the conservation of humanity* the 
opportunity to help ■ rehabilitate the thousands of boys and 
men who are unemployed **♦ through the C* d*. C* camps v<* 
and the supervisory personae 1 that have passed through 
the hands of the nisi «lea. of teaser vatloa of Mahays! 
Beseurese*. would alone justify the division*# existence*
Virginia is the first state to recognise the necessity 
for the development of Its natural ' resources and to take 
advantage of the opportunities presented* tee of the out** 
standing: features planned in connection with park develop**
. meat in Virginia is the «onshynotion of lakes in -the 
mountain regions*. the-’ conservation of its beach areas* 
long considered by many authorities to be the most 
important ■ phase of state park development* ' is considered 
a very progressive step* On the. completion of the program 
that that the park division now-'ha a under non alteration* 
the State of Virginia will possess one of the most in** 
tell I gently handled state - park developments in the Salted 
. States*
&BCE&A1I0NAL SFFOBfOTifIBS Of POBBSfS
ta any consideration of parks in connection with their 
recreational, advantages* forests are usually Included* they
mere an essential part of %h# majority of the parks* Many 
national. park# are surrounded by nation ml forest*** the 
Oat tod States forest Service has an Important problem, 
iattlfi# in the coordination of recreational wmm with other 
ass# of the national forests* Lumber smpptie#* wild life* 
and range for livestock are national f a m t  resource# that 
must I*#- protected and developed along with recreation*! 
Opportunities*;,
the for#st is m natural conservator of water* and 
through it# help April rain# go to make mp m m w# available 
supply* When on# has been in the wood# daring: a rain* Iso 
mast have noticed that the water does not tost down in 
seemingly unbroken stream#* as it do## in the open* this 
is because the thick forest form# a blanket of lea#©# and 
bran oho# which breaks the fell of the rain# When the rain 
resets## the ground#. It - again meets oh struction which check# 
the water in it# flow over the snrfac#*. the water mmmpm 
down through the kmmrn to the mineral soil# there is Join# 
the reservoir of under ground water that, feed# the spring#-# 
brooks* and rivers# Insuring them, a steady and even flow 
hhroogbemh the year#,
Protection for wild life is afforded by forests* fke 
destruction of these forest# mean# the destruction of much 
of the wild life* It is of greatest importance when seeking 
to preserve wild Ilfs that a habitat be provided for It* 
and under condition# prevailing la the United. States* where
49
are being recklessly destroyed by man* f ire end
other - agencies and where many of the type a of wild animal;# 
air# becoming practically extinct* it seems that the great** 
eat opportunity far ■the proiffwtlon of wild life is'in 
national: park# and fwawbs*
Is lit report of the- forester of the United .State# 
Uapmrhmemb of Agriculture for the :year ending- dene #0* ’ 
10S2* appears . the following ebatement *
^n^ring the year recreational nee of 
the national forest took on an Increased 
economic slgnlf I cftoot* fo many region#- f 
it attracted sources of income- without 
.which smeli. financial hardship would hewe 
Ifts felt* fo many unemployed person# 
it afforded not only enjoyment and health 
hut also opportunity- to- lire inexpensively 
amidst pleasant sanomltafi* Many par ties - 
occupied »thioaaI**fore#t lands for extended 
period#*: A# in earlier'year## the camper#
came from practically all the state# and 
terri boric#.* An exact census of rial tor# 
is impractical* hut estimates made as in 
•previous years* with which every effort to 
amid duplication# indicated that during 
the calendar year 1001 visitors to the 
national forests numbered -an.
Increase of about 4 0 0*4 0 0 * fhey included 
49#* 2SU special use committee# and guests*
$19$#&4$ camps r # j; -$*¥6 0 f 01? pionlokof #* and 
£4*0S?*4iS transient sotorishe*^91
In *11 of- the national forests* however* recreation
i# mm inevitable feature of their devoiopment* A country
of such .variety* Invested with attractive scenic area#
and accessible natural play glands* afford# great oppoy**
1-1* Anonymous^ **W#.rld at Play*** aecreatl.cn* 16#M1#
haiiiti## .for health and • pleasure inserts of the people*: 
a# -well i« a resource for their economic value* -fhs 
national, IWresb# .are araoag the autlaii*# finest' recreation. 
ground#*' ftnr weed#.*. rivers* lakes* Mplisw-meadows* 
snow fields* and lofty pa aka* a£ f ora' reersshloBal eppor**- 
bumf bias bo'all levef# of 'hh# 'great owhvef^dbars* 'fish 
in the -stream# sod - lake# - and "game ;in the back country 
attract the £1 sherman .and the' hunter* M m m  covered peak# 
challenge the mountain climber.# fbe •tourlab*- the hiker* 
and the nature lover find much pleasure la#thee© vacation 
-1 s *
Eecre-ation* therefore* forma on# of the major ts#« 
of the national forests* these are. visited by thousands 
of pleasure seekers awr y  year* to the extent that 
available fund# permit, the United State# Forest Service 
each year improve# lb# re creations! fact % it lea.*. Mileage * 
of roads and trail# tr# being increased* opening up new 
areas to travelers* Improvementhe are being' made upon 
■camp grounds* and there ha# been established within the 
xiatl oaal foists* for public ©doeatlea and recreation* 
a se n # #  of repre#enbablve areas known, a# primitive areas*.
In these area# prlmiti ve coadi bi on# of euvironmeab* 
transportation* hablhatiem ss*d subsistence are as far a# 
possible maintained* fhus 1# being preserved for the nation
reppes©ut«.tive areas of wild country in the natural . state*
* * -■ 












m m w  opportunities to femfey; mature**-
■ . , . i . . . . . * .  . . . .  *
Since most of' the parks include mountainous
seebloiie* many of the outstanding recreation ar«ts aye 
publicly’ owned* fbe Pereet Service ha# ' designated a 
number of recreation.' ares# wfthim the national forests 
s b r s  reereabioi* is the primary eomeerm tm'admimlabratiei*.* 
A f m  public camping ground is usually maintained* sod a 
forest ranger stationed at the area to g ire Information 
sad. advice to reoreationists* Boring' the summer the 
forester devtiers nightly flic she& ted lecture# on the 
flora 'sad f s m  of the area*
Sot only do forests offer resrea hi o nal opportunities
I n . ainaer* hot alee in aubtntsa* when in addition to their 
beauty* they afford many other delights* Sot the least 
of these is the- large variety of edibles that are highly 
■prised by most people* there are to be foundt beeohzmba* 
butternuts*.chinquapins* chestnuts* has clout#* and several 
hinds of hickory nuts' Including walnuts and peoana* All. 
of those are highly nutritious and are f avert tea with 
old i# sell at young* and all eiKoept the chestnut are still 
fairly abundant* Of the other edible fruits of the forest 
perhaps the beat-known is the persimmon, which'is edible o’ 
only- after it is 'thoroughly rip#*
Pten the tree# are bare and the undergrowth has. died 
off* one may get many more glimpses of the wild forest 
animats and easily follow them to- observe the if habits of’
B2
1 $-£** the## m&y also give m m  the .thrill of trailing 
ismt wild creator# ho it# heme* $£ for mo other wmrnrnmkm 
however* the for##h 1# te#ete#hteg. te.irioter 
the the tree#
In winter the ere teamh&tel and form m
fmwete&bteg picture for visitor#* the hardwood#* boo* 
show off to * g0«6 advantage* The beech I# very omhstmnd-* 
teg with its smooth gray hark# The oak# in winter chill 
hold m m m  of their hr own while the' holly attract#
the eye of visitor# with .its green ,1©aves end red berrle#* 
ferhape one of the first thing# noticed about tree# 
on a winter ■woods eaeureiem 1# the .difference in their 
teepee* Some trees ©tend very straight* while other* ere 
mngiilef«. ted* too* m l  tree# do not trench el ike* Some 
here straight trunk# e * tending. upward to the tip* with 
hrencee grow teg out from the el dec# other# here e mein 
hnmch that divide# into- momeroue targe bran©bea*
teeth#r ftste# of tree# wery, notlceehel In winter in 
the bark* Which i# eapectally interesting beeaea# it i# mm 
varied* It differ# much in the various specie©* end even 
on the branch## end trunk of the earn# tree* 0m come tree# 
it la herd mud amecth* like hhet of the., heechi while on 
other# it i# deeply furrowed* like that of the ash* On 
the hiekoi^r the hark separate# into loo## atrip#* white 
the bark of the birch peel# off into thin layer** the 
color #-f the berk ia frequently eery distinctive* for
miuehiino:#* the different ©ofor# on different br**aeh#e* 
the white oak gets It# name from it# light gray bark.* 
toother tree with « ha rue tear ishie bark i# the sycamore*
.which is one .of the m©:#b easily reoogsieed sad attractive 
inhabit ant# of the winter woods*
Ooe ,of the mo st ^ interesting feature# of the tree# 1# 
the winter buds* fhese bud# are formed in summer during 
the growing season* end or# found-at the tip of the twig 
or stem end along its side#-* ' they contain complete branoeh# 
which develop in the spring into m new crop of twigs*
Winter buds vary greatly* Xn shape they may he slender*, 
flat* oval* pointed* or round* fhe horse chestnut has a 
distinctive hud* It is large* brown and covered with a 
gummy substance*
fhe forest# also offer opportunities for the lower# 
of hunting ** the hunting being restrioted hy game laws to _ 
certai n season# of the year In order that game may he 
pro tooted and man may hare the enjoyment of a chase with 
it# heaihh»girlng benefit*# however*, In reseat years thee# 
.law# have not been a® neoesaary as formerly* beoau ae* 
through eduoatioa* people hmwm 00m# to realise that the 
Inheritance of wild life la the ire to enjoy an duo t to 
destroy* they are* therefore* glad for the game to he 
protested as* by proteotlon* hotter opportunities for 
reoroation and enjoyment will be afforded them and their 
children.* So one f ind many who were . formerly hunter# with
the gun aw, hunter®-, with the. ©am®ana* If the wild- life 
disappears*/'the erppertwltlde 'fe.r-eutifiiew reef eat Ion', will 
b # 'curtailed*: bee&uee without' the wild life -the forest® 
would be mxoh leas Interesting end attractive*
Trip® to the forest* therefore* bring knowledge of 
the leave#* the berk* end the fruit of the trees* There 
one may witness' 30120 of the many' later a sting- thing® which 
ere daily taking place* Be may .watch the bird® at their 
work -of hcme**maklag and raising their young* the animal® 
in their natural habitat* butterflies and other insectm 
as they go from plant to. plant seeking food end shelter* 
end men carrying on the business of lumbering.
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m m t B i m B  %m parks fob BBgmf iob or m s m m ®
$tm on tiro idea. of parks has recently undergon© a 
great change* the park was saet Interested Is landse.&pl»g- 
am# formal gardens* Many city parks ere still dominated
by this #14 idea* f bis is m m m  ' in the typical *eiby block 
parks # n with tb© walk# running into the center from the 
•four corners* the center being occupied by a flagpole or 
a drinking fountain surrounded by a few bench©*. It became 
©vident to'the park people that these parka were defeating 
their own purposes. Instead of attracting women and child­
ren to them to enjoy their beauty.* they attracted loafer# 
who occupied their bench©#, this became so prevalent that 
women and oh it dren did not attempt to as® them*
Frederick law Omstead say#*
“The whole park or I# to for no other 
purpose than to furnish forms of ree~ 
rcation for the public, and the bus!ness 
of educating and guiding the public to the 
full and proper use of the facilities 
provided calls for the constant ewer else 
of greater or less degree throughout all 
the parks of the same qualities of tact* 
imagination;* sympathy* firmness* and common ' 
sense that are so essential In playground 
41rsotor#*
through Its educational division* the national Fork
BE* 8Mb* day 1** the Organisation and administration of 
Flay ground.. Beoyeatlcn* 1887* p* 19*
mService is. endeavoring to help wwiy visitor to enjoy 
these great areas with cm enjoyment based upon understand*
tm*
fha prlmeifls# that have been developed amd the
methods which hove been used in the nati onal .parks can be
applied in tay outdoor area* kmomg hk# educational bffff*
hunlhies a m  many distinct lines of end©avoir which seea
to fail into four groups *.




there ore groat possibilities- in general information ■ 
concerning the national parka* On# of those to the field 
for radio beesdeasting# It I# often possible- to deliver 
-an address on the national parka and their e&oo ctional 
-feature**. the opportunible © for educational Information 
about the park# and other national area# are unlimited*
In many of the national park# wall libraries are 
being started# and book# on both technical and popular 
subject# relating to the park# are available to- riel tore*
5
fh# educational division of the national- Perk Service 
publishes several ■ w # y  Interesting vlld^llfe bulletin# 
which are called ^Raturo Botes** tm many park# they are 
mimeographed, and distributed weekly or monthly to many 
individuals and 'newspaper##
Besides ®Rahtsr® Bote#*'® the Park Service publishes
popular bulletin# on wild life* geology*- tree#* flower# 
and similar subjects* the bulletin * Plant s of ©lacier 
Mahional Park® gives a definite Idea of the type of popular 
publications being dietritmhed*
■ toother 'very important: activity whist might be listed 
under opportunities afforded through general information 
1# that of visual edocatiom through motion picture films*
1antera elide#* end other photographs* In this. way* many 
beside# visitor# come into contest with the ectiiritie# of 
the national perks* -
. A mmb&w of type# of work ere included In the, ed* 
ucat!onal activities having to do with exhibit#* Perhaps 
the most Important of these is the establishment and mala— 
benance of park museum#* which are essential In developing 
recreational areas and furnishing, recreation to vlsltore*
It might be of interest to describe brie fly the To Semite 
Museum* in order that this may serve as an example to 
demonstrate the principles followed In the establishment 
of such museum# in the park#*.
® *******Stepping through the main entrance*, 
the visitor finds himself In a. foyer ■devoted 
to the topography of the park* and It Is here 
that he may examine relief maps of the state* 
the entire area of the park* and in detail the 
Tosemite Talley Itself* Other maps and picture# 
further help him to- become oriented a# an Intro- 
ductIon to the region in which he find# himself*
The visitor then ; step# Into the .geology room* 
when instead of being eeafrented with a confusing 
multitude of specimens* he sees at first four 
relief models* a series showing the geological
devsl.#p®enh of- the Tosemibe Talley in the 
followl-mg 'stag##i ?
Cl.) uplift of Sierra 'Sewed# -Range# (2) the ,
glacial Invasion of the park* Cd) "a large 
relief of the Tosemita Y&IXey showing the 
retreat of the glacier#! mid {4) Tosomite 
Talley. #t it 1# today* fhi# give# a brief 
but m mpreheosS tre outline' of the fooomite*# 
reraarkable Interesting .geology mm crowd# 
cell for this Information*
from the geology room.' one step# into 
the- aatiifiJ. hi story room* Only five- com— 
par&tively smell natural history groups her# 
teen attempted* and the function of thee# 
is not merely to’ present vieiter# a few 
mounted missis, but* instead* to demonstrate 
how the birds* flowers* mammals* and tree# 
of the region live together in natural 
communities. In whet ere called life cone* . 
occurring at very definite levels one above 
the other* The upper Sonoran* ' transit ion* 
Csn&diem* Hudsonian* and Alpine Arctic? Son## 
are thus pictured in firm groups* a number 
of plants and animals being shorn living 
together a# a community in. each*
The ethnology ' room is next in circuit* 
and introduces the visitor# to the people who 
Inhabited, thi s region before the coming of 
the white man*. In this room are exhibited 
only material# which help to tell the story 
of the custom# and dally life of the Toagaaite 
tribe and demonstrate the excellence of their * 
one art* that of backet making*
The history room* last of'the circuit* 
seems to 'hold the visitor# longer "than any 
other type of exhibit* The historical 
material exhibited I# arranged her# so that 
It tell# a consecutive story* '"beginning with 
'early -Spanish con«|ueste- and carry lug the. 
visitor# through successive period# of ample** 
ration*'migration* discovery of gold* and 
finally to the disco very of' the Tosemite Talley* 
The local history is then* In an Interesting 
way* brought up to .the present time* liueh 
attention was paid to the careful preparation 
of label# and eiim4nati.cn of needless exhibits* 
so that each article-*.- with its deorlphion* forme 
a definite part of' the story of To-s smite* . After 
spending half an hour or less in making this
moireoit* our ■■.Teaemlhe .ySsiberfi- hare. a logical 
eoncephloa of. the-. park w *  whole* and. are 
_ prepared to toot «poa ether foots regarding: 
the park each in its .proper perspeohiire*.®^*
'■ fb#/lss§w>rtmaee of brsftek museums- should he. stressed
slues it Is exesediagiy important to preseru# natural
features la plane' and at nee the edwatlouel appeal of
euhibib# preserved in- pi nee. I# fair greater than that of
exhibits transported-'be ■ *i ^ use^m* .therefore* In ail
probabI11 by* a number of. email breueh museum#will
eventually he found in the p&rks at points of eduoational
interest* A number of these hare- already been eoushrushed*
In !osemi be Fstioaal Berk there is Glacier Point lockout*
a branch or the Tosemite Museum* this small granite build#*
lag- Is equip . with m powerful binocular telescope which
brings the peek# of the .Sigh Sierra* which ere twenty mile#
distent* to within half a mil# of -the observer* Sere the
ranger natural let on duty m b  tell' the geological story
of the. fo semi to region* using the wet.toy itself for demon*
sbretieo* end reaching out with M ®  teieeoope to die tent
feet# hidden from. the naked eye*
it dread Canyon snobber small branch museum is. being
erected*. end. here ego In is d splendid opportmnity for
telling the geologic: story* a story which in this esse
begins mil lions of years before bbsi of' the fossiidts*
tS* Ball* ins#I F** ^Educational iotiritlea in- National*1*
First Fan*faelflg.Confereno#. on Edueatlon* Rehub111tatton*
014 Faithful ranger station, in ieiSew#beae Bark is 
now being used as a branch museua* fit# exhibits her# 
www limited to those which telX the story of thermal
action*
Another educational activity which util lee* exhibit** 
la their- natural habitat I# the establishment end main** 
ten&nc© of natural trail#* this way of helping- the public 
to become acquainted with the trees* bird#, flower#*, end 
other- mature! feature# had it# origin under hr* lute* in 
Palisade Interstate Park* some: two or three year# ago*
Rear the beginning of each natural trail i# a sign* seme#* 
what like that at the starting point of the first trail 
-In Pali sad# Park* which read#* nA friend who knows some** 
thing of natural history Is-walking with yet* and will be 
glad to help yen to become acquainted with the natural 
thing# along th# trail*.11 Features of into rest are labeled*, 
not merely with their names# but In such a manner that the 
visitor*# attention is attracted* and he is stimulated to 
discover Fact# for himself* By establishing similar trails 
In several of the national parks It is found that the 
novelty of discovering for themselves the natural features 
of the traiislde greatly appeal# to guest#*
the third type of educational activity in the national 
park# -1# concerned with personal instruction.* Park natural** 
lets (educational officers) have been appointed for a number 
of national park-#* and. during the summer season ranger
natural let# or ranger- guide# -are employed In-almost all 
parka* the temporary positions ere .filled# for the meet 
-part* by univerai ty ins true tore* who serve during the 
vacation period* Hem are employed who are competent to 
identify birds* flowors* end geological features of - 
cacti. perk ■!» -a simple way that both Interest and instruct 
the visitore* the services of speciallets are scoured 
where - unique maters! f eatures are the chief source .of 
. Interest*. !m the geyser basin of the let lows tome# for 
example* the ranger naturalists are trained geologists#
likewise* at Grand deny on*
In severs! of the larger parks* namely* Mount Ranler* 
fellowstome#; and Grand Canyon* permanent educational 
•offleers are employed by the park service*, these-officers 
alia to point out the educational advantages afforded by 
the parks* they give, lectures cm natural history at 
various places In the park# hut usually they are given 
before the camp fire at the nightly gathering of the 
hotel camp* or .lodge*, ffee information thus given on 
natural history subjects west he s © ion11fie elly accurate 
as well as interesting*
The foregoing discussion points out many educational 
advantages: offered# by the national paries* It- can clearly 
he seen that the parks* as they -are organised today* serve, 
not only as reor0atIonal centers hut at the same time are 
of educational advantage to the visiters*,
■fh# study 'an# discussion of forests an# ^ their 
should ;bs base#, -. us - farc as- possible, on .■awperiouee# that. 
pupils lift had daring- vacation par lad a* veek**eud trips, 
hikes, and aan«®Ii'rtoM-te%ri#a-%o perks, hill#,/canyons, 
forests,’'an# se»*fe0rs#i the- class study should lead 
pupi is %# look f or outdoor phenomena whenever . they -go 
am such trips* they should collect pictures,, * clipping*,
f * j *■
speelmsiMi and then report- their observations and show 
their collections/be the elnesfWois,
fhe making of colored charts, the 1 1 lo«t ration of ‘
£ 1 > . ;- ’ . * .  . - -
Written accounts,. the keeping of life history develop** 
.Mfet** the representation in series- of pictures to- show
r
various developments and. changes;^ ... the location- of certain 
areas on out Sine- amps showing where parks end ofrect* are 
loeets#* .and. -all means of visualising an# integrating 
-the study of the natural- areas with s^chool, work should 
■he utilised*- the teacher may discuss with the class the- •
' y <
use of .trees to the human race f rom the time of the early 
cave -man to- modem ■ day*# She may begin by telling stout 
the first use of wee# for clubs, ■spears, hews sad arrows* 
then its us# through burning and- giving heat an# eooSeingf 
its use -in the form -of branches an# bark for the first 
hewee# the use of the Inner bark for making baskets an#
nut** rttotm, t«ad«r *hoo%* for foodi and th« u«# of
- #0 0 %#*. barrio#* horb* mod Jalo## for *#dio£*ioi jf^frooo#*
- tbo ioi di *0000 %%# modoria. mmm*m »#b&od ##,oo£og rap for 
induotri^i porpoiioo :-|md 'for food# tooo#: for toiibof t'v
rood puif tor ro#or oad ■ otobti# «od mm M o o r ’ for Mod# 
and rtld. ooioolo*
toaolaor aiy t»k* t?ho pop£l« to * bozUc or olfff
to otoor^* #oll «ro«l«tt and to * groro to oboorro ooil 
«on*#rr*tioii* $&# m m p  dSoooo* #r£b& bit# ola#« iioir ro£»
fg»6 t ban»tn bufii*r* Jhit gap**** 
*t :gbmt%- 3^gmf*r m* Whm
m d  ^lnd » it# wmy to ' th# 
i. .jjmnht tii* ft
wfemtm 4% 
#»£f£*£#&$lar h*t t* tfc#
thm f*u»* of the T#Ilow#toii« J**ti
to U«i*a .sftMtt 
f9MM& *%*'
*




tlmNi -mm* that *##*-*#1 
miil *at#r
f^im should relate a® muoh a#
01#®# ©hart# or booklet# of wild animal a now exilnot
\ t
or faet di##pp*#rimg will aid la tbi# aotiirlty# flu# 
fmpll# may ©oileet newspaper and maganime ©lipping# ##4 
■and arrange thorn la * booklet oron * ©barb*
Htalbl# to ©up# rl«a#*«
1 m  had os* weatioii and wwk*H»3i& trip## 
fob only may newspaper and magaelne ©lipping# b# collected 
hob much literature may #1## be #i®t for and mu oh road lag 
dot**#. Col or#4 ©herb* of the habitat and *t i ©hribuhioti of 
the wild animals may be made and wood to Illustrate 
written end oral report#*
fh* pupils may bo- encouraged to toll of vielhab© 
may of the national pork# of the Catted States end of the 
animal# mmmm there* whether booting and trapping were 
allowed there*, and whether gun# or dog# wore allowed there* 
ffci* may lead to a dieooeeion of the need for proteotion 
of all wild animal*, they may diaewee the work of the 
gam# ©©mmisslon whi eh ewiat# in awry state and the 
neoeeelty for #uoh a ©ommi salon* hotter# may be written 
to the firgteia Came Cewmi#«Ie» to find' o&b whet it doe# 
la the- prebeeblos* of fiwgtalm*# wild «xHma4#a
A discussion of the economic and recreational value 
of the- wild .animal# may prow# w r y  la te re * ting * It w o l d  
bo # ^piootlon for d#bab# mm to which la of more 




Other activities that way prove of interest m |  
feeding wild animal#* breeding fill ’Hisndi# history at' 
wild, animals* male tog. a wild life survey* formulating a 
wild U f a  admlmlstrative plan * investigating the species 
facing the greatest danger of becoming extinct* finding 
out * pmotioal mean#- of securing speeiesfor reintroduce 
tien* tit#, cost of earn©* practical meeeures for 'protecting 
the new stock until it establish©* Itself* and determine 
ing bow much the fauna in the surrounding territory has 
been ml to rod from its primitive condition* 'these are 
some of'the activities that may be developed not only tn 
a study of the twil-owmtons ^atlooaX Fork* but also in a 
study of any of the national parks that are rich in fauna*
VfjiiUfij vja.axun *nfv&
the Grand Canyon national Farit offers many opportunities 
for pupils to study, erosion*, In this study* as In the 
study of fauna* collecting pictures and bulletin© and 
observing outdoor phenomena will he the. principal method*' 
■used* Many of the pupils are familiar with erosion of 
One- form or another* they nay never have thought of the 
roadside ditches as canyons* th». pupils may visit places 
where the water has gradually washed away the- loos© soil 
and formed ditches and gullies, there they may study some 
of the-forms of strata exposed* through' erosion* in the 
hanks of the small canyon** Also the pupil#, may locate
bar© i s m  mm% 'm teatt- gntley* They may notie© the work 
: of the fiia la' tearing M i  the soil cover* 'and making 
mlBlatmre welleye* hills end' ridges.*.- sad msy .ehswssr 
how Whs top soil t**Mi boon ’ carried away leavingolsy or ' 
■rooky soil beneath*. a. visit, to- snob a place- Josh 'after 
m rein storm would .afford a fine opportunity to see 
erosion taking plaee, 1 eolleotlom of speelmene may 
prove Interesting, hettere may be written to the dtehs 
Commission on Cone©rvation and Development for literature- 
pertSlming not only 'to .the teamd canyon but also to 
erosion in goner ml • It may be possible to take the elaea 
to an® o f ' the soil erosion enmps in the state* where they 
assy see both, eaemmples ■ of erosion and the methods being: 
employed to ebeefc it* Oral end written reports may be 
mete on the-' ©msmpfee of eroeiom ebeerwe#* Charts mmM 
booklets may els#'be 'mate through the collection of 
pistore# and mS.ga#Sne mod newspaper clippings, Through 
a study of this no tore pupils should fora m mantel' picture 
,of the enormous amount of erosion, that the Colorado river 
has sensed in'the %»snd Canyon,, then* too* throngh. the 
observation and study of the’smeller eSewptss of erosion 
the pupils, wili h e w  e better nnterstendlng of geology 
whl-Oh will toed to-' a daeper Interest- in end appreciation
08
a o g  nmtMm baee
the mesh tearaoterletle ; feature of the" Sot- Springs 
ft&hle&al fete i# the ewnshl burnt- teteente of /bit# water* 
mtilefe to 0*04 feevmodietnal purposes* Ohesaleat set Iritis** 
i«l pro to interesting in connection with a s tudy of this 
perk* the pupil# may find 00% through yoadimg government 
teilwbiste and other literature the elements found in the 
water of the springs•' of bhl* pork end list the#© oiomonto*
thmm it would be interesting to lot the pop lie bring 
sample# of water from homo and make a chemical analysis 
of thee© samples- to find out if they comhain may of these 
©iomemte* Sin©#- the kind and amount of suite found in 
water depends not’ only upon tee ohsmioal oompositioa of " 
■tee soil and rooks through which the water flows* hut 
also upon tee solubility of te# salts* It may pro ire 
interesting to let pupils make tests in tee Isbnratery 
to determine white setts s n  insoluble In water--and white 
are aolnbl# in water* and' also the degree of solubility 
of the sol tele salts* then the pupils may make soil 
test »■ te determine white salts ere found mo at abundantly' 
In ©or tain types of soil -<* th#' same experiment may he 
®iit write soft types of rote* hfter they hare determined 
.the salts in water* they may .readily eeaelode hew tees# 
salts get In tee water* fh#y way continue this study te 
determine the value of those salts found in tee'water 
from the springe to the body* In connection with these
mmany &&mm& di eencslon## oral and writ ten 
report# and much planning may prove of value and interest 
to the pupils*
; gariebad gays am # farls.
the region around Carl sbad gaverns contains many 
beautiful. and interesting desert plant#*, O&rlebad 
%t»yai Hat tonal Park* therefore* off### splendid 
opporton!tlea For the study of plant life* it would fee 
interesting to lot pupil# study soil and climatic 
condition# that ♦wist In desert aeoblom#* 'then they 
make a study of the habitat wad distribution of plants# 
After having reed considerably along thisHas# the pupils 
may conclude ifcatplanhs would he most likely to be 
found around these sever**## In connection with these 
activities several observation# may be necessary* that 
is* the pupils may try to find in the community some 
specimens of flowers that grow on. hills# in valleys# in 
swamps and in dry place a* the teacher .may encourage 
pupil# to bring hack from week-end trip# and hikes In 
the fields specimens of flower#* After as many different 
hinds o f : flower# a# possible hare been collected* the 
pupil# may study the different' characteristic# of flower# 
that grow on high and low- places and, in wet and dry 
pieces* She may also let the pupil# observe the col ore# 
odor##, and nectar. lines# or bee path##, inside the petal#
bb# %###* bmttorfil##*: *n6 other io«#©i# filter* to 
th# B##b**r oof# of bit### £l#Mg*#« £ol0r#4. $1*#*# #»&
glio-tof## lany ho #ho«B to bis# pttftl#* $ll&m -and .#1&r$a*» 
gf#fi« #f &$*$** « y  Bis# b# m«#4 b# *i#j#OBiibf#b«i 
«p#oIssii^ #> ftil# #$t*&$r *s«y %&m& to bh#
«$& *mtiU»3. #f the tioi«fs
#bti#ir oobirttto# mm$? fc# «##■*#£ ont *m©h ##*-. oolirob** 
iBg i>iebor#«# moling fe$g&i#£#.* ohorb#* Mir,ts$
w%Mmm- for #t**i$r by th« «I4 of m mteroooopo* rmiitlBg 
flo##,r# #b liovo *»4 *b bb&ooI*. ms# reoiing itet M o y  
l?o#ta #b4 «arit#r# B#r# iili #b®mb flower#* fbroti-gh. m 
mMmmmm? mm& ##**f#r of fi#p#r# both from
00 eooaoaio *t*&&ftoi&b th# pa#ii# i*#y.
fttwltp 9  $*«*&•* #g*-j*r#et#bloB of flower# IB y*rfci#Bl«r 
«ii4 of iafetor# in gOBOfil#
e*rl*bfc£ Qmmmmm #*# *It# not## for pmmzItmr h#t 
ftiftib#* fBrough # W&&B& of th# eiwftti $8$&i* isay tfeer# 
their .msrioeity turoni^l ho the #.*b#ish hb*b hinty oil! *?*nh 
to t e w  *ow#t&l£g’ #booh hte ooulf ti#n» BB4«p uthiob hot# 
iff#* they -itny «it» B '-tboiNiBgh #$it$if of tb# 
family* *fc m m : 10 b# tnhoroahiag to bar# $myil* t l B f n  
the f light# of bate to «## if %h#r# i« bbt rimiierihy 
between the 41r#0tioB# in nisi oh $&#y l#*r# m&d rrtarB*
Hony yoyil* awy *lr**dy hmre boon im Bawrt*#* If #0*
bh#y #h#Bt4 te- gtwn *n Bf^rhmltgy to toil m%mm& tilth 
they sow*
A  w r y  Interesting guad valuable activity in coan«o* 
tion with the Carlabwd- Caverns would to a #hu&yof how 
‘ are formed*. In this connection* the pupils may
teat the ©olability of lime#tone and gypsum in the 
' laboratory* fhey may di esolve some of the lime atone
I
■ compounds In water* at m temperature higher than that of 
the room* unii 1 the water becomes supersaturated and then -
i .
observe the per©ip itabion* From ttis activity the pupils 
may leim something about the principle which %m involved 
in the format lea- of caverns and the stalaotltesaad 
stalagmites which are found in them*
-grater; Lake farSe 
«
Iht# to the feet that grater lake is thought to have 
been formed by the collapse Of Mount Manama* the only 
volcano in' the Uni ted States that has fallen, into itself* 
a study of volcanoes In connection with it would.he a 
very worthwhile activity* The pup lie may try to find out 
something about the cause of volcanoes* They may read 
to learn what islands* lakes.*, and mountains have been 
formed as a result of volcanic eruption* It would he 
interesting to let the pupils locate on maps these volcanic 
formations* It would also- he of value to let the pupils 
find out whether there are any active volcanoes now* and 
If so* where*: They may make a study of the sections of
the country where there are the largest number of volcanoes*
mtbm pxtpMXm mm& ftto It to mmfc® -m mis®#? q?
to# t&mtp&mmsi? to' totwato Mm tot# tori#
mm$: &#to n. #to% to to* itmrnm mud m&Mt 
toNtot totig ' tmmm to %wMpm. #r m i t o
totoo&toMto m m & to It##% ###&* £#r #ta*#t£ttott«m*
SOM# 0* tto "WOfc# to tot•
MtMOftota* w t o M t o * ^ #  totott#* «**& to*##llw##»« 
fto tMtoto » f  #m w ?w *‘$&* tollitom to totngto 
##3? wsipi ## to#ir 'Mar toto - to m m #  -Sto. m &  ' ito'
to»* tMud oto to#r# ttoi-r # m $  toi' t o  ttoto&fF
tto m  If f*#«iiito#* i t  m U  t o  tat o r w t i i a #  t o  w * t o  
M M t o t o g  ttoto to# mt»#tot# to#to to to# toto# tolttotto*
Jitoiito'to tto 'toto 'ftoto toto«atito :toi% # # m  * 
gtotsigt# -toMMttotot' ;totot6 #r«w/wwjr tetotototiig*'' tout^ 
ftotottoft to"tto’ ■mmmmB tmm& to### i#'to
.liMto' **■ ttorogfe to# *&«# to#- w $  toin# t o w  *
gtotaetiir to#t*#€- w#gr to# -to#to#'««rto--ato .tow1 Itot' «£*&$* 
i&g tof? to# wmh' mpmtm ## toto# to#t# ##■ wtotoi istto
toto to# * M m  ami# a»i > M  to# «tot##
i M p t o  to tot#* in %  tow'
M ?  to ##*& *tait M f t o & w *  topti# w$r tolc# tot#®' W  ■ 
tort#**# mm&tMmmm to to# ##totr$r m &  # $ i w  «on#totog 
#toat ho# tot# to# tofe## &1*##* f M #  wo#id to mm 
■mmmmtt o t  totlvttjr; *tto totto to 'toitto m# * atady of to#-
Grand Gaayto* &mm to to# jps&ll# any feav# vi#ib#d a 
park. torn#. ted'-non# Watt w#*a in it* If to* 1% t o o M  
b# to ijfttotoW to t a w  toast toll to# a la## wwtotog 
about what toay mmm* th&rm smp* to a pafk. nearby whiob 
to# #1«M»» stay vbatb' and ©baorw alto ■ to# : toao&or -atm ' 
of to©## iOrMtt©»«* to# to# jMifii# to develop intereab 
la tto w#to##to& toto# «t first sigbt and' at to# name 
time to M t f i l a i  ©amatoiiig ©f to# eaose of ail of thi# 
davalopmanb w « M  **©to a greater appreciation of, it mod 
a greater permanent Interest to to*
Sts*## to# #tf«t of .too# VOpd© form!toed to.#-d*©ltlng: 
plao© for prtoistaric mam* 1% may be of win# to lot to# 
ol am# find ©at oomototog- abonb to# different ©bag## of 
€#r#lafi#at of boo### from to# e air# dweller# down to to# 
pr###nb tlm© to#' m l  a© of four- 41#%lxt#% a toga# of 
towlopaenb may be ««®n to to# park* ftey may trace too , 
towtofitomt of to#- eqoipmeni of to# modern bom© from lb# 
w r y  erode beginning# bo it# present ©tag#*. lb may prow 
Interesting bo lot to# pop 11# make © comparative study of 
to# d-evelopffienta mad# in agriowl two* fbey may eompar© 
the sclentIflo farm machinery* methods of plant tog* 
OolMvabtoi tod,- harvesting .#f .today with too## of to© 
cave man *
Mount Banier.Park
Hount Banier B^tional P*rk offer# many opportunities 
- for the # tody of glaciers and mountain#* the pay 11a 
'■■.«^ eollsob bulletlne* otoer typ©# of 1 iterator# and 
pietores pertaining to glacier** then the pupil# ©houM 
■do much reading in order bo- gab a ©laar ©one option, of 
to© formation and dl©appeuyanea of glaolar#* A ©la*© 
diaooaaion. In tolah to©- piotoraa *r# o»#d may to vaimabi#* 
lb may to that « # #  of th# pupil© hava ©sen a glacier* 
or f©rhap# a ©mall glacier witooot real I ring that W a t  
they ©aw ©re© a- glaoiar* f hie study may ommmm the pupil# 
to m k *  Inv© #tigatio#« .relet.lv© to to©.oilmatlo,©omdltlon* 
at Bonn# Bam lor* they may not© to© differ#**©# in torn* 
pewtor# for the differont Ilf© ©on©# on to© mountain*:
If po#©ii*t# to© ©la#© toooid Wait a mountain and ©toarw 
to© differene© In . temperature at to© foot of the mountain 
and at I to top* It may be Interesting in this ©otmeetion 
to d n m  to© ©iff©ran©# in baronatrl© proaanr#. .for 
differ out laval#* Booklet# may to mad© Wowing th# 
dlfferem## in plant ©ad .animal» for different Ilf© non©.#* 
Pupil# may ©tody local ©re at her condition# wito respeot 
to ©aaaona*. ©rind#* rain©* flood# and drought#* through 
a ■ ©tear understanding of mmmm of to©## ©oiontifI# 
primalyl#* m;a,ry #np©r#tltIoit© id ©a# may b© overthrown*
mfiis Shsn&ndoah Bational Farit offer# epportuiiiti##
. to' shody M m  tress and plants ah ■different. life tease*.
1% may he interesting « 4  worthwhile for M m  teaeher ,to 
diesae-e with M m  pupil# tha different' M a d #  of tree# that 
. grow in different U f a  cones* Sat only would a shady of 
; hit# different. M a d e  of trees ~h# worthwhile* lul.i study.
■of the sis# sad oltar&eterlshlew of ^ hh#e# trees'would also 
be Iwmsflolel* fh# flowers and tree# that- grow on
the top of the mountain 'Will he found- to differ coa* 
sidsfabty from those that grow on the sides or. eoeu at 
the foot of the mounts! m*
ffe# fauns the Bhenandoah Bahlenal Fart affords many 
lahereirhiag sahirihlea for #ohooto.* . ttm pupils may. 
determine the original status; of Fauna la the perk region* 
-ftioy may do this ^.wadtlng a shady of the groaad«# :-#M 
, graft trails* skeletal remains* & « %  anhiere* they - 
tmiiy ■ imteririaw pioneers* early residents* 'seareh written 
records*. letters sad diaries* period!ea&#* book#* eoiea* 
hifto reports* painting# and drawings* It would to of 
mine to. hairs the pupil* make a s tudy of the .history of 
the fauna of the region under white man*# laftoende# to 
tree# #sn.#s# -of - present oondlblonej and to learn what- 
mmfnWofshle influences hare. usowed a redaottoa la the 
.wwnfeor of w i M  animals*: the puplle wsKp, make- a study of
ehlo oolleotioiiei morlt out life- histories of epee%mm§ 
sbuiy the- human factor as related to the ecology of the
*6
&*#&$ and finally* make e  study of the different -diseasea 
that a w  -common to the Fauna and the beat. mobhod# ' of 
oeaihabitig these disease#*
A visit bo t3i# dheniuadeab $%%$&&& fork weuld-.he 
wrtbwhlXe not only From the #handp#lah of ■ studying the 
feature# of Oho park . itself* feat alio from that of obsor** 
sing andstudy ing the oanyosQi, fowst#* rook a * plant life* 
wild -life* layer# of strata * ero ml oa# blrda* and ' cavern#* 
’fhwmgb this the pupil# woaid gain » 'hotter understand ing 
of the other national park# and an appreciation of the 
recreational advantages to he derived from the national 
parka and eimilar swab# ffi# location of the Shenandoah 
Motional f«f& make# it possible- for Virginia school# to 
plan tripe for the e lasses to visit this park* irithout 
traveling 'to# great a distance* during the reboot term*, 
fherefore* it may he raid that to- Virginia schools* Virginia 
park# offer greater opportnnltle* .for hath study and w«* 
creation than do ontwof**#tate parka*
trough a study -of the abate wad national parks one ’ 
is afforded an opportunity to gain a hot ter understanding
of the developmemb of plant and ■ animal, life -end the 
physical phenomena of. aatmre*' there will he aroneed more 
sympathy -and l e w  for all -animal# and plant# a# well’a* 
for those sbodled and eared for* through the methods
and materials used In studying the park areas in the 
schools it Is hoped' that the child will obtain practical 
help Is the solution of everyday problems arising la 
his Ilfs* the## may help the child ho enjoy worthwhile 
pleasures during M s  leisure time mud may eventually be 
the means of helping him choose a vocation related to 
solentifis subjects*
In opening the eyes of the child to the wonders of 
the development of plant and. animal life and to the 
Interesting manifestations of physical phenomena there 
may he afforded him another helpful* healthful means 
of employing his leisure time* When the proper kind of 
recreation is found.In the o«t~of*doore * there will be 
less chance to seek pleasure In unnatural # artificial 
and unsanitary places of amusement#,
the health objective in nature education may be 
obtained by keeping one*# physical well being at it# 
maximum through ■understanding and following mature*#
. law#*, through deriving relaxation from nervous strain* 
by Interest in our»of»deor things* and through develop**
-y •
lag. an adequate background for understanding and appre**
• v  * ’
_ elating the laws; of nature*. Finally* through one*# 
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